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ABSTRACT 
An analogue of Springer's theorem on the Witt group of quadratic forms over a complete discretely 
valued field is proved for Hermitian forms over division algebras over a Henselian field, including some 
cases where the residue characteristic is 2. Residue forms are defined by means of vector space valuations 
as Hermitian forms on the graded modules associated with the induced filtrations. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the algebraic theory of quadratic forms, a fundamental result due to Springer 
[24] (see also [22, Ch. 6, §2]) yields an isomorphism from the Witt group of any 
complete discretely valued field F onto the direct sum of two copies of the Witt 
group of the residue field F, provided the characteristic of F is different from 2: 
(0.1) W(F) ~_ W(F) • W(F). 
(Springer also considered the case where T is a perfect field of characteristic 2 and 
the characteristic of F is 0, but his result in this case has a different form.) Springer's 
theorem has been generalized in various ways, most recently by Larmour [19], who 
proved an analogue for the Witt group of Hermitian or skew-Hermitian forms over 
division algebras with involution over a field with Henselian valuation with residue 
characteristic not 2. (The case of Hermitian forms with the valuation complete and 
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discrete was done by Scharlau in [21].) In this paper we give another approach to 
Larmour's generalization. We work in terms of valuations on vector spaces and 
the graded structures arising from the filtrations determined by the valuations. 
Valuations on vector spaces were used in Springer's original papers [24,25], and 
also appear in the work of Goldman and lwahori [12] and of Bruhat and Tits [5,6]. 
But, the use of associated graded structures i new here, and it seems to considerably 
illuminate the earlier approaches. Besides reproving Larmour's theorem, we are able 
to prove the analogous result in many cases where the residue characteristic is 2. 
See Definition 4.1 for a precise description of these cases - they appear to be all 
the cases where our approach yields a result like Springer's theorem. However, our 
results do not cover the very complicated case of quadratic forms over valued fields 
of residue characteristic 2, as treated for instance by Jacob in [13] and Aravire and 
Jacob in [2]. 
We think our approach sheds an interesting light even on the classical case. 
Indeed, a discrete valuation on a field F defines a Z-filtration whose associated 
graded ring gr(F) is F[t, t -1 ], the ring of Laurent polynomials in one indeterminate 
over the residue field; for a suitably defined Witt ring Wg(gr(F)) of graded forms 
over gr(F), the isomorphism (0.1) can be viewed as an isomorphism 
W(F) "~ Wg(gr(F)). 
The graded rings associated with the filtration induced by a valuation on a 
division algebra have the property that every homogeneous element is invertible; 
they are therefore called graded division rings (although they are not division 
rings). The first section develops the theory of graded Hermitian forms over graded 
division rings with involution. It is well-known (cf. [22, Ch. 7], [17, Ch. 1, §6]) that 
the fundamental properties of Hermitian forms over a division ring of characteristic 
not 2, such as Witt cancellation, hold also for even (also called trace-valued) forms 
over a division ring of characteristic 2. We show in Proposition 1.4 that analogues of 
these fundamental properties hold also for graded Hermitian forms over a graded 
division ring; again, we must restrict o even forms when the characteristic s 2. 
It is convenient to state our results in terms of even forms. But, "even" is only 
a restriction in characteristic 2; for, when the characteristic s different from 2, 
all forms are even. Given a graded division ring E with torsion-free abelian 
grade group Fe, an involution cr on E preserving the gradation, and a central 
element E such that ~r(~) = 1, we define the Witt group W+(E, ~, ~) of even 
nondegenerate graded e-Hermitian forms for c~ over E. Graded e-Hermitian forms 
have a canonical orthogonal decomposition determined by the grade group, which 
yields a (non-canonical) decomposition of W+(E, ~, ~) into a direct sum indexed 
by ½Fe/Fe  of Witt groups of the homogeneous component of E of degree 0, 
with respect o various involutions, see Proposition 1.5. The main difference in 
the graded setting is that graded hyperbolic planes are not all isometric: They are 
isometric if and only if they have the same grade set. 
In Section 2 we discuss value functions, which are analogues of valuations for 
vector spaces, and their associated graded vector spaces. For a vector space M over 
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a division ring D, the most useful value functions ~ : M ~ F O {oc} are those for 
which there exists a base {ml . . . . .  mk} such that 
ot midi = rain (et(midi)). 
I<~i<~k" 
\ i=1  / '  
Such a base is called a splitting base of o~, and value functions for which there 
exists a splitting base are called norms. Given any two norms ~ and fi on a vector 
space M, we show the existence of a common splitting base (Theorem 2.8) and use 
it to define a norm which we call the average ofc~ and ft. Our principal results in this 
section are known in the complete discrete case; they were observed by Goldman 
and Iwahori [12] and by Bruhat and Tits [5]. 
The main results of this paper are given in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3, 
we consider norms ~ on vector spaces over a valued division algebra D with 
involution r which are compatible with a given )~-Hermitian form h, in the sense 
that there is an induced non-degenerate graded U-Hermitian form h i on the 
associated graded vector space (for the induced involution r ~ on gr(D)). However, 
there is a fundamental obstruction when the residue characteristic s 2, in that the 
form h i induced by an even form h may not be even. In Proposition 3.15, we 
spell out conditions on the valuation and on the pair (r, ,k) which guarantee that 
the form h i is even for every even form h and every compatible norm c¢. Under 
these conditions, we show in Theorem 3.11 that the Witt equivalence class of h i 
does not depend on the choice of compatible norm ~, and that the correspondence 
h ~ h i yields a well-defined and canonical group epimorphism 
(0.2) O" W+(D, r, X) -+ W+(gr(D), r', X'). 
The graded form h i may be viewed as a generalized residue form of h; it actually 
encapsulates all the residue forms of h, which appear as the components in the 
canonical orthogonal decomposition of h i .  
The notion of compatible norm is due to Springer [24,25], though it was not 
expressed in terms of associated graded forms. This notion also appears in [12] 
and [6]. Our definition in Definition 3.1 follows [6] rather than [25] and [12] in that 
we require that c~(m) + ~(n) ~< v(h(m, n)) for all m, n in the vector space, instead 
of2c~(m) ~< v(h(m, m)). 
The results in Section 3 do not require a Henselian hypothesis. In Section 4, 
we obtain the analogue of Springer's theorem, Theorem 4.6, which asserts that the 
map O of (0.2) is an isomorphism when the subfield of the center of D fixed under 
r is I-lenselian and the residue characteristic s different from 2. Furthermore, a 
form is anisotropic iff its associated graded form is anisotropic. These results also 
hold in the good cases when the residue characteristic s 2: For these, we need a 
tameness assumption on D and that the isometry group of the forms be of unitary 
or symplectic type, see Definition 4.1. When D is tame, the good cases for residue 
characteristic 2 are exactly those cases where induced graded forms of even forms 
are always even. Finally, under the same hypotheses as in our generalization of 
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' of two Springer's theorem, we show in Proposition 4.9 that the residues hl, ~
Hermitian forms h, ~ with respect o compatible norms ~,/~ are isometric if and 
only if there is an isometry between h and £ which preserves the norms. 
1. GRADED DIVISION RINGS, VECTOR SPACES, AND HERMITIAN FORMS 
Let F be a divisible torsion-free abelian group. Let E = (~)×~r E× be a F-graded 
ring, i.e., E is an associative ring with each E× an additive subgroup of E and 
E× • Ea ___ E×+~ for all y, 3 e F. The set of homogeneous elements of E is E h = 
Uyer  E×. The grade set of E is FE = {y e F I E× ~ (0)}. 
Assume now that the graded ring E is a graded ivision ring, i.e., every non-zero 
homogeneous element of E is a unit. Then, E0 is a division ring, and for each y 
FE, E× is a 1-dimensional left and right E0-vector space. Also, re  is a subgroup 
of F. Note that the center of E, denoted Z(E), inherits a grading from E, and Z(E) 
is a graded field, i.e., a commutative graded ivision ring. 
Let S = ~)×er S× be a graded right E-module; that is, S is a right E-module 
with each Sy an additive subgroup of S and Sy - E~ ___ S×+~ for all y, 3 e F. The 
homogeneous elements of S are those in U×er s×. Since E is a graded division 
ring, slight variations of the usual ungraded arguments show: S is a free E-module 
with a base consisting of homogeneous elements; every two such bases have the 
same cardinality; every homogeneous generating set of S as an E-module contains 
a base; every set of E-independent homogeneous elements of S can be enlarged 
to a homogeneous base. All this is easy to prove, and is well-known (see, e.g. 
[11, §1]). Because of these analogues with the ungraded case, S is called a graded 
right E-vector space, and dime (S) is defined to be the number of elements in any 
homogeneous base of S. 
The grade set of S is rs  = {F e F I Sy ¢ (0)}. Note that Fs need not be a 
subgroup of F, but it is a union of cosets of FE. Indeed, there is a canonical 
decomposition of S according to the cosets of FE in Fs: For y e F, let [y] = 
y + FE C_ F. Let 
Sly] • @ S×+~. 
~I~E 
Then, SI× 1 is clearly a graded E-subspace of S, and if S[×I ~ (0), then Fsly 1 = [)']. 
We call SI× 1 the [),]-component of S. Observe that dimE(S~, 1) = dimeo(Sy+a) for 
each 3 e FE. We have 
(1.1) S = t~) S[r]. 
[z]~rs/re 
It is easy to see that if T is another graded right E-vector space, then T ~ S (graded, 
i.e., grade-preserving, E-vector space isomorphism) iff FT = Fs and dime (7"i× 1) = 
dimE(Strl) for each )' e FT. 
Let cr : E ~ E be a graded involution on E, i.e., a is an antiautomorphism of 
E with cr o a = id and or(E×) = E× for each )' e FE. As usual, cr is said to be of 
thefirst Idnd if tr Iz~E) = id, and of the second ldnd otherwise. (If cr is of the first 
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kind, then it is of  either orthogonal type or symplectic type. This is discussed after 
Remark 3.12 below.) Take any e c Z(E)o with ea(e)  = 1. (Of course, ifcr is of  the 
first kind, then necessarily a(e)  = e, so e = +1.) A graded e-Hermitianform for 
cr on a finite-dimensional graded right E-vector space S is a bi-additive function 
k : S × S ---> E such that for all s, t ~ S, c, d c E, y, ~ ~ I's, 
(1.2a) k(sc, td) = a (c)k(s, t)d; 
(1.2b) k(t, s) = ecr(k(s, t)); 
(1.2c) k(S×, S~) c_ Ey+~. 
Let T be a graded subspace of  S, i.e., T is an E-submodule of S with T = 
~y~r  T×, with each Ty a subgroup of Sy. Set T ± = {s 6 S I k(s, t) = 0 for all 
t 6 T}. Clearly T ± is a graded subspace of S. As in the ungraded case, we have 
dimE(T) + dimE(T ±) = dimE(S) + dimE(S±); hence T ±± ---- T for any graded 
subspace T of S. We say that k is non-degenerate if S ± = (0). We say that k 
is isotropic if it has an isotropic vector, i.e., a non-zero s c S with k(s, s) = O. 
A significant fact that follows from the assumption that F is torsion-free is that 
whenever k is isotropic, it has a homogeneous i otropic vector. For, since r' is 
torsion-free, it can be given a total ordering making it into an ordered abelian group. 
Then, with respect o this ordering, any non-zero s = Y~ s× (with each s× c S×) has 
a leading term, which is the non-zero s~ with the smallest 8. Clearly, i fs  is isotropic, 
then its leading term is a homogeneous i otropic vector. 
I f  k is non-degenerate, we say that k is metabolic if S has a totally isotropic 
graded subspace T (i.e., k(T, T) = 0) with dimE(T) = ½ dim(S). We say that k is 
hyperbolic if it is non-degenerate and S has two complementary totally isotropic 
graded subspaces. Clearly, every hyperbolic space is an orthogonal sum of  two- 
dimensional hyperbolic graded subspaces. I f  e : U × U --+ E is another graded e- 
Hermitian form for ~r, we write k - e if k and e are graded isometric, i.e., there is 
a graded (i.e., grade-preserving) E-vector space isomorphism f : S --+ U with f an 
isometry between k and e. We write k 2_ ~ for the orthogonal sum of k and e on 
S ~ U: (k 2_ g~)((s, u), (s', u')) = k(s, s') + g.(u, u'). 
For any s E S, condition (1.2b) shows that k(s, s) = ecr(k(s, s)). We say that the 
form k is even if 
(1.3) fo reverysESthere isccEwi thk(s , s )=c+e~r(c ) .  
I f  char(E) ¢ 2, then every form is even (take c = lk(s,  s)). This is also true 
whenever ~r is of  the second kind. (For, then there is z ~ Z(E)  with z + cr(z) --- 1. 
Then take c = zk(s, s).) Just as in the ungraded case, we will see that many results 
holding when char(E) --# 2 continue to be true for even forms when char(E) = 2. 
The compatibility of  the graded Hermitian form k with the gradings on S and 
E assures that k is well-behaved with respect o the canonical decomposition (1.1) 
of S. Note that because Ep = (0) for p ~ r'E, condition (1.2c) shows 
(1.4) k(S[×], S[~]) = 0 whenever y + ~ ~ YE- 
For ), 6 F, we write k[y] for klsly I . 
lO1 
Proposition 1.1. Assume k is non-degenerate. Then, 
(i) I f  y ¢ ½FE, then k[×] is non-degenerate and SIr] ± = ~[~1#[×1SD]" 
(ii) If), ~ 1 is totally isotropic, 2FE, then k[y I S[×] ± = (~D]#[-×] SD]' dime(S[-yl) = 
dime(S[×]), and klsirl+si_×l is non-degenerate and hyperbolic. 
(iii) S = ]-[Ylc½re/re S[×I _l_[sl(S[~ 1 + S[_~]), where the second orthogonal sum 
is taken with one summand for each pair [8], [-8] with [8] ~ ½ F E / F e. 
(iv) k is anisotropic iffFs c_ ½FE and kly I is anisotropic for each g ~ ½FE. 
(v) k is metabolic (resp. hyperbolic, resp. even) lffk[× 1 is metabolic (resp. hyper- 
bolic, resp. even)for each y ~ ½FE. 
± • this Proof. (i) Suppose y ~ ½FE. Formula (1.4) shows that ~]~[~]#[×] S[~1 Sty], 
inclusion is an equality by dimension count. Then, k[×] is non-degenerate, as 
i S[×] A S[× I = (0). 
± (ii) Suppose y ~ ½FE. In this case, formula (1.4) shows that ~[a]#[-×l S[~] c S[× 1. 
Hence, 
(1.5) ± dime (Sl× 1) = dime (S) - dime (S[×I) 
~< dimE(S) - Y~461#I-y] dime (S[~I) = dime S[_×I. 
The same argument, using -g  in place of F, shows the reverse inequality to 
(1.5). Hence, dime(S[×l) = dime(S[_×l), and equality holds in (1.5). Therefore, 
± is an equality. Then, (S M + S[_×I) ± i N S~-_×] = the inclusion for S[× l = SI× l
(~[~l#[+×l SDI" Since this shows (S[× 1 + S[_y]) A (S[× 1 + S[_×I) ± = (0), k[st×j+sE_×l 
is non-degenerate. S[× 1 + S[_×I is hyperbolic since it contains the complementary 
totally isotropic graded subspaces S[× l and S[_yl. 
(iii) is clear from (1.4). 
(iv) is clear from (ii) and the fact that if k is isotropic, then it contains a 
homogeneous isotropic vector. 
(v) Suppose k is metabolic, say with totally isotropic graded subspace W with 
dime(W) = ½ dime(S). For each g E IFE, WI× ] is a totally isotropic subspace of 
S[× I with respect o the non-degenerate form hi×l, so dime(W[yl) ~< I dime(S[×l) ' 
Likewise, dime(WD] + W[-61) ~< ~ dime(SD] + S[-~I) for each 3 c F - 1Fe. Since 
Y~ocr dime (W[p 1) = dime(W) = ~ Y~pev dime (Sip]), all these inequalities must be 
equalities. Hence, k[r I is metabolic for each )' ~ ½ FE. Likewise, if k is hyperbolic, 
with complementary totally isotropic graded subspaces W and U, then for each 
y e 1Fe, 1V[×] and U[× 1 are complementary totally isotropic subspaces of S[× 1, 
so k[y I is hyperbolic. Also, any subform of an even form is even. This proves 
one direction of (v). The converse is clear using (ii), since any orthogonal sum 
of metabolic (resp. hyperbolic, resp. even) forms is metabolic (resp. hyperbolic, 
resp. even) and any hyperbolic form is even. [] 
We now show how graded Hermit±an forms for E for cr are related to Hermit±an 
forms over the division ring E0 with respect to various involutions on E0. 
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Let 
~(E ,  a, ~) 
I For any g ~ 7Fe,  let 
~7~(E, a, e; [V]) 
be the category of  pairs (S,k) where S is a 
finite-dimensional graded right E-vector space and 
k :S  × S--+ E is a non-degenerate graded e-Hermitian 
form on S for a;  the morphisms are graded isometries. 
be the category of pairs (S, k) 6 ~(E ,  a, e) with Fs = 
~' + FE or S = (0); the morphisms are graded isometries. 
For any involution ~ on E0 and any ~" in Eo with'g~(~) = 1, let 
~(E0 ,~ ' ,~  be the category of pairs (U,h) where U is a finite- 
dimensional right E0-vector space and h : U × U --+ Eo 
is a non-degenerate ~'-Hermitian form on U for ~; the 
morphisms are isometries. 
Let 
GT-/+ (E, a, ~) be the full subcategory of  ~7-((E, a, e) consisting of pairs 
(S, k) with k even. 
Likewise, define ~+(E ,  a, e; IV]) (resp. ~+(E0,  ~ ' ,~)  to be the subcategory of 
even forms in GT-((E, a, e; [V]) (resp. 7-/(E0, ~ ,~) .  Recall that if char(E) ¢ 2, then 
GT~+(E, a, e) = G~(E ,  a, e), and likewise for the other two plus categories. We 
will write (S, k) c G~(E ,  a, e) if (S, k) is an object in this category. We often 
abbreviate (S, k) to k. 
I f  S is any graded right E-vector space and 6 c F, let S(3) denote the &shift of  
S, i.e., S(3) = S as a right E-vector space, but with the grading shifted according to 
the rule 
S(~)y = Sy+~. 
Clearly, dime (S(3)) = dime (S) and Fs¢~) = -3  + Fs. 
Note that for any V 6 FE there is a non-zero r 6 E× with a ( r )  = ±r .  For, take 
any non-zero s E E×. We can choose r = s + or(s) if this is non-zero. Otherwise, 
choose r = s. In either case, there is a new graded involution ~ on E, given by ~ = 
int(r) oa ,  i.e., ~(c) = ra(c)r  -I . I f  V = -2p  with p ~ FE, and (S, k) c ~7~(E, a, ~), 
then we can define a form k on the shifted space S(p) by k'(s, t) = rk(s, t). It is easy 
to check that k is a graded g-Hermitian form for ~, where g = e if a ( r )  = r and 
=-e  i fa ( r )  = - r ;  that is, 7= ea(r)r  I. 
Proposition 1.2. 
(i) Let ao be the restriction of  a to Eo, so ao & an involution on the div&ion 
ring Eo. There is a canonical equivalence of  categories qJ : GT-((E, a, e; [0]) --+ 
7-{(Eo, ao, ~) given by (S, k) ~ (So, klso). 
1 (ii) For any y, p ~ 7FE, choose any non-zero r c E-2p with a(r)  = ±r. Let 
= int(r) ocr and "( = ea(r) r  1. There is an equivalence of  categories 
GT-{(E, a, ~; [y]) --+ ~(E ,  ~,~'; [V - P]) given by (S,k)  ~ (S(p),k),  where 
k(s, t) = rk(s, t). 
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These equivalences respect dimension and orthogonal sums and send anisotropic 
(resp. metabolic, resp. hyperbolic, resp. even)forms to anisotropic (resp. metabolic, 
resp. hyperbolic, resp. even)forms. 
Proof. (i) If (S,k) c G~(E,  cr, e; [0]) then (So, klso) ~ 7Y(Eo, ao, e). (To see that 
klso is non-degenerate, note that So generates S as a graded E-vector space; so 
for s 6 So, k(s, So) = 0 implies k(s, S) = 0, hence s = 0.) The functor in the 
reverse direction ® : 7-¢(Eo, ¢ro, e) ---> GT-/(E, or, e; [0]) is given by scalar extension: 
Map (U, g) c ~(Eo, ao, e) to (U ®eo E, k) 6 ~(E ,  ~r, e; [0]), where U ®Eo E = 
~)yer U× with U× = U ®Eo E×; k is the scalar extension of ~, defined by, for all 
Si, tj E UO, di, cj G E, 
k(Z  si ®di, ~~ tj ®cj)  = Z cr(di)e(si,tj)cj. 
i j i,j 
It is routine to verify that k is well-defined and satisfies axioms (1.2a)-(1.2c), and 
that k[(u®eoE)O -~ e under the canonical isomorphism (U ®E0 E)0 ~ U. If k were 
degenerate, then the 0-component of the graded vector space (U ®Eo E) ± would 
correspond to a non-zero E0-vector space in U ±, contrary to the non-degeneracy 
of £. Clearly, the compositions ® o qJ and ko o ® are isomorphic to the identity 
functors on GT-g(E, or, E; [0]) and ~(Eo, a0, e), so we have the desired equivalence 
of categories. 
(ii) This is clear. The inverse morphism GT-/(E, ~, ~'; [ ) / -  p]) ~ GT-/(E, ~r, e; [y]) 
is given by (S, "k) ~ (S( -p) ,  k), where k'(s, t) = r-l'k(s, t). [] 
If U is any right Eo-vector space, let U* = HomEo(U, Eo), made into a right 
Eo-vector space via ~ro, i.e., for u* c U*, y c U, and c ~ Eo, (u*c)(y) = ¢ro(c)u*(y). 
Remark 1.3. Take any y 6 F with y ~ 1 ~FE and any finite-dimensional right 
graded E-vector space S with Fs = [y] U [-V] and dimEo(S×) = dimEo(S_×). If 
k : S × S ~ E is any non-degenerate graded e-Hermitian form for ~r then there is 
an Eo-vector space isomorphism ¢p : S× ---> (S_y)* given by 
(1.6) qg(s)(t) = k(s, t). 
Then, k is completely determined by ¢p, and every Eo-isomorphism ~o:S× ---> (S_×)* 
determines a unique E-Hermitian form k on S for a such that (1.6) holds, given by 
k(sl + tl, s2 + t2) = cp(sl, t2) + Ea(~o(s2, tl)) for all si E S[×], ti ~ S[-×l. Details are 
left to the reader. 
Much of the theory of (even) Hermitian forms over division rings carries over 
to graded Hermitian forms over graded ivision rings. We collect here some of the 
basic properties that we will need below. The principal difference in the graded 
setting is that hyperbolic forms of the same dimension eed not be isometric. (One 











(lsometry extension) Let (S, k) ~ ~+ ( E , or, e ). Suppose T and U are graded 
subspaces of S such that kit  is non-degenerate, and that there is a graded 
isomorphism f : T --+ U which is a graded isometry between kiT and k]u. 
Then, there is a graded isomorphism g : S --+ S which is an isometry for k, 
such that g[T = f .  
(Witt cancellation) For kl, k2, k3 E G~+(E, ~, ~), ifkl d_ k3 ~- k2 I k3, then 
kl ~--k2. 
I f (S,  k) ~ ~+ (E, ~, ~) and k is" metabolic, with a totally isotropic graded 
subspace W with dimE(W) = ½dime(S), then W has a complementary 
totally isotropic subspace in S; hence, S is hyperbolic. 
(Diagonalizability) Every anisotropic form in ~+ ( E, ~, ~) is isometric to 
an orthogonal sum of 1-dimensional forms. 
For any k ~ ~+ ( E, cr, ~ ), k _L -k  is hyperbolic. 
For any k ~ ~7-[+ ( E, or, e), we have k ~ kan I khyp, where kan is anisotropic 
and khyp is hyperbolic. The forms kan and khyp are unique up to isometry. 
I f  kl, k2, gl, g-2 ~ ~7-~+(E, ~, ~) with £1 and £2 hyperbolic and kl ± £1 ~ 
k2 _k g.2, then k~ an --- k2an. 
For any kl, k2 ~ ~+(E,  ty, e), ifkl I -k2 is hyperbolic, then kl an -~ k2an. 
Proof. These can presumably be proved by mimicking the ungraded proofs as in 
[17] or [22]. But, that is not necessary since we will instead use the ungraded results 
and apply Proposition 1.2 to get the corresponding graded ones. 
(i) In view of Proposition 1.1, it suffices to prove that (a) for each y 6 ½ FE the 
isometry f[Tl× ] : T[y] --~ Uly] extends to an isometry SI× 1 --+ SI×I; and (b) for each 
e F, 3 ~ ~FE, the isometry Tta I + T[_a] --> Ula] d- U l -a ]  extends to an isometry 
Sial + S[-a] -+ Sig I + S[-a]. For case (a), we have from [17, Cor. (6.4.5)] that 
the isometry extension result holds for forms in 7~+(E0, 8 ,~ for all involutions 
on Eo. Hence by Proposition 1.2(i) we have isometry extension for forms in 
~7~+(E, ~, 7; [0]) for all graded involutions ~ on E. Hence, by Proposition 1.2(ii) 
isometry extension holds for forms in G~+(E,  c~, e; [y]) for any y in ½FE. This 
I settles case (a). For case (b), take any ~ 6 F with 3 ~ ~FE, and without loss 
of generality assume S = SIa ~ + S[-al; then, dimE(Sial) = dimE(Si_~ fl, as k is 
non-degenerate. Because flrial+Tt_a~ is non-degenerate, we have Tia I t~ (Tl_al) ± = 
(0), so by dimension count SI~ I = Tia ] • (T[-a])z; likewise, SI~ I = Ulal • (UI-al) ±. 
Let fl :(TI_~I) ± --~ (Ul_al) ± be any graded E-vector space isomorphism, and 
let go = flTla I G fl : Tlal G (TI-61) ± -* Uia] @ (U[-al) ±. Let ~o" Sia I --+ Sl*_a I = 
HomE(SI al, E) be the map given by ~o(s)(t) = k(s, t); so ~o is an E-isomorphism 
when S~_al is made a right E-module via r. Let gl :S[_a ] -+ S[_a ] be the unique 
graded E-isomorphism satisfying the condition that for the dual map g~ :S~_al --+ 
--] 
S[*al we have g~ = ~o o go o ~o J Set g = go @ gl "Sial + S[-al --+ Sial + SI-al. The 
condition g~ o ~o o go = ~o says that g is an isometry for k. The definition o fg  gives 
glrlaj = flqal. We need to verify the same equality on TI_al. Since g is a k-isometry 
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and g((T[_al) ±) = (Ut_a]) ±, we have g(T[-a]) = U[-a]. Take any t E T[-a] and any 
u E U[al, and let t' = f - l (u )  E T[a]. Then, 
k(u, g(t)) = k ( f ( t ' ) ,  g(t))  = k(g(t ' ) ,  g(t)) = k(t' ,  t) = k ( f ( t ' ) ,  f ( t ) )  = k(u, f ( , ) ) .  
Thus, g(t) - f ( t )  E U[-al A (Uia]) ± = (0). Hence, girl_ a = f[rl_a~, completing the 
verification that g It = f .  This completes case (b). 
(ii) This is immediate from (i). 
(iii) Let W be a graded subspace of S which is totally isotropic with re- 
1 spect to the form k, with dime(W) = ½ dime(S). Then, for each ~, E ~FE, the 
proof of Prop. 1.1(v) shows that W[y I is a totally isotropic subspace of Sty ] 
with dime(W[yl) = ½ dime(S[y]). Because maximal totally isotropic subspaces of 
metabolic forms in 7-/+(E0, 8, ~ have complementary totally isotropic subspaces 
[17, proof of Prop. (3.7.1)], it follows by Proposition 1.2 that this is also true in 
~7-/+(E, ~r, e; [y]). Hence, there is a totally isotropic graded subspace U[y] of S[y] 
which is complementary to W[y 1. Also, for ~ ¢ 1 FE, the proof of Proposition 1. l(v) 
shows that dime(W[a] + W[_~ I) = ½ dime(Sial + S[-al). Since W[-a] c_g_ W~] N 
S[_a], dimension count shows that this inclusion is an equality. Choose any 
complementary graded subspace U[a] of W[a] in S[a 1, and set Ui_a] = U~] M S[_a]. 
Then, U[a I + Ui_a] is a maximal totally isotropic graded subspace of Sial + St-a ]. 
Moreover, 
n wl-a j  = n n (wt}  n = + wrap) * n st-a  
g = S[~] A S[_a] = (0). 
Therefore, U[a] + U I al is a totally isotropic graded subspace of S[a] + S[-a] which 
is complementary to W[al + W[_~]. Let U be the sum of the U[×} for y 6 ½FE 
and the U[~] + U I a], one for each pair [~], [-3] with 3 ~ 1FE. Then U is totally 
isotropic since the summands are totally isotropic and pairwise orthogonal, and U 
is complementary to W in S. 
(iv) It is known [17, Prop. (6.2.4)] that every form in 7-g+(E0, 3",~ is diagonal±z- 
able, except when ~ is trivial on Eo and g'= -1. But, in that case, all the forms in 
7-[ + (Eo, ~, e-") are hyperbolic. Hence by Proposition 1.2(i) all the anisotropic forms 
in GT~ + (E, ~, 7"; [0]) are diagonalizable, for every graded involution ~. Hence, by 
Proposition 1.2(ii) the same is true for anisotropic forms in GT-I+(E, a, e; [y]) for 
each y c ½FE. The desired result hen holds by Proposition 1.1 (iv) and (iii). 
1 (v) For any (S, k) E GT-/+(E, a, e) and any 9/ E ~FE, we have (k _1_ -k)[×] = 
k[×] ± -k[×], which is hyperbolic by virtue of Proposition 1.2 and the corresponding 
result for 7-g+(Eo,~,~ for each involution ~ on E0 [17, Prop. (3.5.3)]. For 
each 3 ~ ½FE, the [3] U [-3]-piece of k ± -k  is automatically hyperbolic, see 
Proposition 1.1(ii). Hence, k _1_-k is an orthogonal sum of hyperbolic forms, so 
it is hyperbolic. 
(vi) By Proposition 1.2 and the corresponding result for every ~+(E0,~,g),  
see [17, Prop. (6.3.2)], for each }/ ~ ½FE we have k[×] -~ k[y]an / k[y]hy p with 
k[y]an anisotropic and k[ylhy p hyperbolic, each of them in G~+(E, or, e; [y]), and 
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k[×lan and kly]hy p are unique up to isometry. Set kan = -L[ylelFe/r e k[ylan and 
khyp = 2"lr]e½Fe/Fek[ylhy p 2_ kirr, where kirr is the sum of the k[,sl for [a] E 
F /Fu  - ½Fu/Fe.  Then, k ~ kan 2" khyp, and by Proposition 1.1 (iv) and (v), kan is 
anisotropic and khy p is hyperbolic. For the uniqueness, uppose k ~ k~ 2. k2 with k~ 
anisotropic and k2 hyperbolic. Then, for F ~ ½Fe, k[y]an ~ (kl 3_ k2)[vlan -~ kl [~], 
by the uniqueness in ~7~+(E, or, ~; [g]), since kl[v] is anisotropic and k2[el is 
hyperbolic, by Proposition 1.1 (iv) and (v). Hence, k~ -~ kan by Proposition 1.1(iv); 
then k2 -~ khyp by part (ii) above. 
(vii) Since kl hyp 2, g~ is hyperbolic, the uniqueness part of (vi) shows that 
kl an ~ (kl 2" ±1)an ~ (k2 3-/~2)an ---- k2an. 
(viii) Apply (vii) to kl 3- (k2 2, -k2) ~ k2 I (kl 3_ -k2) using (v). [] 
For each of the categories defined preceding Proposition 1.2 there is an associated 
Witt group: Let C be any of GT-/+(E, a, e), GTY+(E, a, e; [?,]), or ~+(E0,~' ,~.  
For (S, k) e C, we write ce(k) for the isometry class of (S, k) (meaning graded 
isometry class in the graded case). The set ±so(C) of isometry classes of forms in 
C is a cancellative monoid with respect o the operation induced by orthogonal 
sum. The Witt group W(C) is the group Yso(C)/~ of equivalence classes with 
respect o the equivalence relation cg.(kl) ~ c~(ka) iff there are hyperbolic forms 
*l and ~2 in C with kj 2, el ~ k2 3_ ~2. Let [k] denote the equivalence class of 
cg.(k). Proposition 1.4(vii) in the graded case or [17, Prop. (6.3.2)] in the ungraded 
case show that [kll = [k21 in W(C) iff kl an -~ k2an. The (well-defined, associative) 
operation in W(C) is: [kl] + [k2] = [kl 2. k2], and Proposition 1.4(v) shows that 
W(C) is actually a group. Set 
w+(e,  ~, ~) = w(G~+(e ,  ~, ~)): 
1 W+(E,a,~; [F]) = W(~7-/+(E, a, e; [g])), for each [g] 6 -2rE~rE; 
W + (Eo, ~, ~ = W (~+ (Eo, ~','g)), the usual even Witt group of ~+ (Eo, ~, ~.  
Proposition 1.5. For any graded involution ~r on E and any ~ E Z(Eo) with 
~(~)  = 1, 
(i) Wg+(E, or, ~; [0]) ~ W+(Eo, crlE o, ¢), canonically. 
(ii) W+ (E, a, ~) ~ O[y]~½re/l'E Wg + (E' or, E; [F]), canonically. 
1 (iii) For any F, P 6 ~FE, choose any non-zero r c E-2p with a(r) = +r, and 
let ~ = int(r) o a and ~( = ~a(r)r - l .  Then, W+ (E, a, ~; [F]) -- W+ ( E, ~, ~(; 
1× - p ] ) .  
1 (iv) For each [y] 6 ~FE/Fe,  choose any g 6 [y] and any non-zero ry E E-2× with 
(r) = +r, let cr[y I be the graded involution int(r×) o ~, and let ~[y] o = Crly] e0 
and ~[yl = ecr(r[×])rl~]. Then, 
W;(E, or, e) ~ (~ W+(Eo, ~[×]0, ~[yl). 
[F]¢IFE/FE 
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Proof. (i) is immediate from Proposition 1.2(i). 
(ii) For [k] c W+(E, ~r, E) the map [k] ~ ([k[×]])[×]e½re/re is well-defined and 
gives the asserted isomorphism, by Proposition 1.1. 
(iii) is immediate from Proposition 1.2(ii). 
(iv) We have by (iii) and (i), w+(e ,  cr, E ; [y ] )~ w+(e,cr[×],e[×];[0]) 
W+(E0, a[yl0, el×l). With this, (iv) follows from (ii). [] 
Note. After this paper was written, we learned that many of  the results of this section 
were proved in [26] for the special case of  graded quadratic forms over the graded 
field K = F[t, t -1] with FK __ Z. 
2. NORMS ON VECTOR SPACES OVER VALUED FIELDS 
Let D be a division ring finite-dimensional over its center F, and suppose D has 
a valuation v. That is, we have a divisible totally ordered abelian group I' and an 
element oe (with ec > y for all y c I' and y + oe = ee + y -- e~ + oe = oo) and 
v : D ~ F U {ec} is a function satisfying, for all c, d ~ D, 
(2.1a) v (d )=oe iff d=0;  
(2. lb) v(cd) = v(c) + v(d); 
(2.1c) v(c + d) >>. min(v(c), v(d)). 
It is immediate that v (1) = v ( -  1 ) = 0, and if v (c) :~ v (d) then v (c + d) = v (c - d) = 
min(v(c), v(d)). Let D × = D - {0}. Let I'D = v(D×), the value group of  v, which 
is a subgroup of I'. 
For each y e FD define the abelian groups 
D = {a e D I v(d)/> ×}, D >y = {d • D I v(d  > ×}, 
Dy = D)×/D >v. 
The associated graded ring of (v  on) D is 
gr(D) = (~ Dy, 
ycF  
and 
with the multiplication induced by the multiplication in D. For any d ~ D ×, we 
write d I for the image d + D >v(d) o fd  in Dr(d), and (0D)' = 0 in gr(D). Property 
(2. lb) implies that 
(cd)' = cld ' for all c, d E D. 
So, in particular, we have d'(d-I) ' = 1' for any d ~ D x . This shows that gr(D) 
is a graded division ring, as described in Section 1. Clearly the grade group 
l~gr(D) ---- I'D- Note also that the valuation ring of  v is VD = D >~°, and the unique 
maximal eft (and right) ideal MD of VD is MD = D >°. Hence, Do = VD/MD = D, 
the residue division ring of D. 
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Now, let M be any finite-dimensional right D-vector space. We call a function 
: M ~ F U {~} a value function (with respect o v on D) if for all m, n E M and 
dED,  
(2.2a) ~(m) = ~ iff m ----- 0; 
(2.2b) ¢z(md) = or(m) + v(d); 
(2.2c) c~(m + n) ~> min(a(m), a(n)). 
It is immediate that a ( -m)  = c~(m) and that if a(m) ~ et(n) then ~x(m + n) = 
a(m - n) = min(ot(m),a(n)). The value set of  a is FM = {c~(m) I m 6 M, 
m ~- 0} _ F. This FM need not be a group, but it is a union of  cosets of  FD. For 
each F ~ V, define the abelian groups M ~>×, M >×, and M× just as for D above. The 
associated graded vector space of  (a on) M is 
gr(M) = ~ My. 
vEF 
When we need to specify the value function, we write gr~(M). The module action 
of  D on M induces a well-defined module action ofgr(D)  on gr(M), making gr(M) 
into a graded right vector space over gr(D). For non-zero m E M, we write m' for 
the image m + M >~(m) ofm in M~(m). We write (0M)' = 0 in gr(M). Clearly, for all 
m E M, d E D, we have 
(md)' = m'd'. 
Also, for non-zero m, n E M, we frequently use the obvious fact that 
(2.3) 
m t 
(m + n)  ~ = n t 
m t + n ~ 
ifo~(m) < a(n); 
i f~(m) > or(n); 
i fa(m) = a(n) and m' + n' :/: 0. 
Here is a fundamental way of constructing a value function on M: Take any base 
{ml . . . . .  ink} of  M as D-vector space, and take any yj . . . . .  ~'k c F. Then, define 
~:M --+ F' U {oo} by ot(~_~midi) = minl~<i~<k(yi + v(di)). That is, ot(mi)  ---- Yi and 
for all dl . . . . .  dk E D, 
(2.4) (L Ot mid i = min (o t (mi )  + v (d i ) ) .  
I<~i<~k" 
\ i=1  
It is easy to check that ~ satisfies the axioms for a value function on M. In fact, 
we will be exclusively interested in the value functions arising this way. 
Definition 2.1. Given a value function el on M, a base {m I . . . . .  m k} of  M for which 
formula (2.4) holds is called a splitting base of c~. We say that the value function 
is a norm on M (with respect o the valuation v on D) if there is a splitting base 
for a. 
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The associated graded vector space elucidates the notion of  splitting bases: 
Proposition 2.2. Let a be a value function on M, and let ml . . . . .  me ~ M - {0}. 
Then, 
(i) mtl . . . . .  m~ are gr(D)-linearly independent in gr(M) tff a(Y-~:l  mid i )= 
mini <~i <~ e(ot (mi ) + v( di ) ) for  all dt . . . . .  de c D. 
(ii) I f  m' 1 . . . . .  m e~ are gr(D)-linearly independent in gr(M), then m l . . . .  • me are 
D-linearly independent in M. 
Proof. Suppose m' L . . . . .  m~ are gr(D)-l inearly dependent in gr(M), say 
~=1 mlci  = 0 in gr(M), with some ei :/: O. Then, each homogeneous component of  
the sum is O. Suppose some m'ici has non-zero F-component. Then, after throwing 
out the summands with trivial F-component and renumbering the summands, we 
• c~j  t . I  = ~{_l(midi)1 in My, for some non-zero di E D with each have 0 = 2..,i=1 miai 
a(midi)  = g. This means that a(y~{= 1 midi) > g = minl<~i<~j(a(mi) + v(di)), so 
the condition on the mi in (i) fails to hold. 
On the other hand, suppose m' 1 . . . . .  m~ are gr(D)-l inearly independent in gr(M). 
Take any linear combination m = ~=1 midi with the di ~ D and some d i¢  O. Let 
F = minl<~i<~l(ot(midi)). After reordering the mi, there is a j >/- 1 with ot(midi) = F 
for 1 <<. i <<. j and ot(midi ) > g fo r /> j.  Letn = Y~J=I midi. Since all the ol(midi ) = 
g for 1 ~< i ~ j and ~{=l (mid i ) '=  ~J  ' ' i=1 midi 5~ 0 in My by the independence of 
' it follows that a(n) = F. We have m - n = }-~=j+l midi E M >y . Since the mi, 
oe(m - n) > F = a(n) = oe(-n), we have m - n # -n ,  so m ¢ O, and oe(m) = oe(n + 
(m - n)) = min(a(m), oe(m - n)) = g. This shows that the mi satisfy the condition 
in (i), completing the proof of  (i). It also shows (as we saw m ¢ 0) that m l . . . . .  me 
are D-linearly independent in M, proving (ii). [] 
Corollary 2.3. Let ~ be a value function on M. Then, 
(i) dimgr(D) gr(M) ~< dimD(M), and equality holds iff a is a norm. 
(ii) Suppose ~ is a norm. Then {m I . . . . .  mk } is a splitting base for  o~ iff {m' 1. . . . .  m' k} 
is a homogeneous base of  gr( M) as a graded gr( D)-vector space. 
(iii) Suppose l is a norm with splitting base {ml . . . . .  mk}. Take any non-zero n = 
k Y~i=l midi ~ M. For any j with a (mjd j )  = or(n) the set {n} U {mi ] i (: j} is a 
splitting base for ~. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are immediate from Proposition 2.2. 
(iii) Let y = a(n). Then, the image n' o fn  in gr(M) lies in My, and we have n' = 
E i6 l  mld;, where I = {i I ot(midi) = F}, and each of  these summands is non-zero. 
By hypothesis, one of the summands is m~d~. We can use this equation to express 
! ! 
mj as a linear combination of n' and the m i with i ~ j .  Thus, the usual exchange 
argument applies to show that {n'} U {m I [ i :~ j} is a homogeneous gr(D)-base 
o fgr (M) .  Therefore, by part (ii), In} U {mi I i :fi j} is a splitting base for or. [] 
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Remark 2.4. Let F c_ L be fields with [L : F] < ~x~, let v be any valuation on F, 
and let ~ be any valuation on L extending v. Let FF, FL be the value groups o fv  and 
c~, and let T and Y be the residue fields of the associated valuation rings. Of  course, 
oe is a value function on L, viewed as an F-vector space, with respect o v. It is easy 
to prove, and well-known (cf. [11] or [3]) that [gr(L) :gr(F)]  = [L :F ]  [FL :FF[. 
The quantities on the right are the residue degree and the ramification index ofo~/v. 
The Fundamental Inequality in valuation theory (see, e.g., [4, VI.8.1, Lemma 2]) 
says that 
(2.5) [L: F] IFL :FF[ ~< [L: F]. 
Thus, 
(2.6) [gr(L) : gr(F)]  ~< [L : F], 
which agrees with Corollary 2.3(i). Now, it is standard in valuation theory that 
whenever v has more than one extension to L, then the inequality (2.5) is strict, 
so we have a strict inequality in (2.6); then the value function c~ on L is not a 
norm, by Corollary 2.3. This provides an abundant source of  examples of value 
functions which are not norms. On the other hand, suppose c~ is the only extension 
of v to L. One says that o~/v is defectless if equality holds in (2.5). Ostrowski's 
theorem, deducible from [7, Cor. 5.3.8], yields that o~/v is defectless whenever 
char(F) ~ [L : F]. I f  v is maximally complete (i.e., v has no immediate xtensions 
to any larger field), then it is known by [7, Th. 5.2.5] and [23, Th. 11, p. 55] that 
for any field L _D F with [L : F] < ec, v has a unique extension to L and equality 
holds in (2.5). In fact, a variation on the argument in [23, proof of Th. 11, p. 55] 
shows that when v is maximally complete, then every value function for v on any 
finite-dimensional vector space over F is a norm. This is indicated in [5, p. 299]. 
Examples of  maximally complete valuations are complete discrete valuations and 
the u sual valuation s on iterated Laurent series fields K ((x I ) ) . . .  ((xn)). 
Proposition 2.5. Suppose c¢ is a norm on M. Let N be any non-zero D-subspace 
of  M. Then, e~IN is a norm on N. Moreover, any splitting base o f  ~lN can be 
enlarged to a splitting base of  o~. 
Proof. Let k = dimD(M) = dimgr(D)(gr(M)). For the first assertion we argue by 
induction on dimD(N). I f  d imo(N)  = 1, then 1 ~< dimgr(D)(gr(N)) ~< dimD(N) = 1 
by Corollary 2.3(ii); hence equality holds, so ~[U is a norm. Now assume 
dimD(N) > 1. Take any non-zero n c N. Then, n' -¢ 0 in gr(M), so there exist 
m2, mk E M such that { ' ' m~} is a . . . .  n ,  m 2 . . . . .  homogeneous base for the graded 
gr(D)-vector space gr(M). Let P = D-span of {m2 . . . . .  mk}. By Proposition 2.2(ii) 
dimD(P) = k - 1. Since dimgr(D)(gr(P)) ~< dimD(P) = k - 1, by Corollary 2.3(i), 
the gr(D)-l inearly independent elements {m~ . . . . .  m~} span gr(P).  Since n '¢  
gr(P),  we have N ~ P. Let Q = N (3 P; so dimD(Q) = d imo(N)  - 1. By induction 
we have OelQ is a norm, so dimgr(o)(gr(Q)) = dimD(N) - 1. But, n' ¢ gr(Q), as 
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gr(Q) _c gr(P). Hence, dimgr(D)(gr(N)) ~> 1 + dimgr(D)(gr(Q)) = dimD(N). By 
Corollary 2.3(i), din is a norm. 
The second assertion of the proposition follows easily from Corollary 2.3(ii). [] 
Remark 2.6. I f~  is a norm on M and N is a D-subspace of M, then a 
complementary subspace P of N in M (i.e., P N N = (0) and P + N = M) is called 
a splitting complement of N ifot(n + p) = min(ot(n), a(p))  for all n ~ N, p ~ P. It 
is easy to see that splitting complements always exist. Indeed, acomplement P of N 
is a splitting complement iff gr(P) is a complement of gr(N) as graded subspaces 
ofgr(M). 
Let M and N be finite-dimensional right D-vector spaces with respective norms 
t~ and/3, and let f : M --> N be any non-zero D-linear map. Define 
(2.7) jot,~(f) -- min{/3(f(m)) - a(m) lm ~ M, m ~ 0}. 
We show that this minimum exists, so j~,~ is well-defined: Let {ml . . . . .  mk} be any 
splitting base of M for c~. For m E M, m ¢ 0, write m = Y~-~t midi. Then, 
(2.8) 
/3(f(m)) >~ minl<~.i<,.k(/3(f(mi)) + v(di)) 
~- minl<..i<~.k(/3(f(mi)) -- ot(mi) --b ot(mi) + v(di)) 
minl<,.i<<k(/3(f(mi)) -- t~(mi)) + minl<~i<~k(ct(mi) + v(di)) 
= minl<~i<<.k(/3(f(mi)) -- a(mi))  + or(m). 
Thus, f l ( f  (m)) - c~(m) >1 minl<~i<~k(/3(f (mi)) -- ot(mi)) for all non-zero m E M. 
This shows that jot,~ exists, and that 
(2.9) Jot,e(f) = min ( f l ( f (mi) )  - ot(mi)). 
For short, let j = jot,~. By definition of j ,  for each Y E F, we have f (M >-×) c_ 
N >/y+j, so  also f (M >×) c N>Y+J. Therefore, f induces a well-defined map 
My ---> Ny+j for each y E F; these combine to give the associated graded map 
f1:grot(M) -+ gr~(N). This f '  is given on homogeneous elements by, for any 
mEM,  
(2.10) f ' (m + Mot(m)) = f (m)  + N~(m)+j. 
It is easy to check that f '  is a gr(D)-module homomorphism which shifts all grades 
by j. Hence, ker(f') (resp. im(f')) is a graded subspace ofgr(M) (resp. gr(N)). 
Proposition 2.7. Let f :M -+ N be a non-zero D-linear map, and let f ' :  
gr,~(M) ---> gr~(N) be the associated graded map just described. Then, 
(i) gr(ker(f)) _ ker(ff) and im(f')  __ gr(im(f)). 
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(ii) im(f ' )  = gr( im(f) )  t f fd imgr(o) ( im(f ' ) )= dimgr(D)(gr(im(f))) i f fgr (ker( f ) )  
= ker( f ' )  i f f for every n ~ i ra(f)  there is m ~ m with f (m)  = n and a(m) = 
fi(n) - j,~,[~(f). 
Proof. (i) is clear from the definitions. Because the subspaces involved are graded, 
one has only to check the inclusions for homogeneous elements. 
(ii) The fact that each condition implies the next is obvious from dimension 
considerations, except that the next to last implies the last. We now prove that. 
Suppose gr(ker(f))  = ker(f ' ) .  Let P be a splitting complement of  ker( f )  for a. 
Then f l e :P  --> im( f )  is an isomorphism. Since gr(P) fq ker( f ' )  = gr(P) N 
gr(ker(f))  = (0), we have f'lgr(e) is injective. Take any splitting base {pl . . . . .  pk} 
for alp.  Since f ' (P l )  5 ~ O, we have/3(f (P i ) )  = ot(pi) + j ,  where j --- j~,~(f) ,  and 
f (p i ) '  = f '(p~). The injectivity of f'lgr(P) shows that the set { f (p l ) '  . . . . .  f(pk)'} 
is gr(D)-independent in gr(N). For any n 6 ira(f) ,  take the m E P with f (m)  = n. 
Write m = Y-~=, pidi. Then n = )-~=, f (p i )d i .  From the gr(D)-independence of  
the p~ and of the f (p i ) ' ,  Proposition 2.2(i) yields 
/3(n) = min (/3(f(Pi)) + u(di))  = l<~i<~k" I<~i<~k min (ot(pi) + j + v(di))  = el(m) + j. 
This proves the last condition in (ii). Since the last condition in (ii) clearly implies 
the first, the cycle of implications is now complete. [] 
Theorem 2.8. Let M be a finite-dimensional D-vector space with two norms ot 
and/3. Then, there is a subset o f  M which is a splitting base for  e~ and also a 
splitting base for/3. 
Proof. We argue by induction on dimo(M). Since the l-dimensional case is 
clear, assume dimD(M) > 1. Let {ml . . . . .  m~} be a splitting base of M for 
and {nl . . . . .  nk} a splitting base for /3. Write each nj = Y~=j midi j .  Choose s, 
1 ~< s ~< k, so that minl<~i<~(e~(ni) - fl(ni)) = et(ns) - /3(ns) .  Choose r, 1 ~< r <~ k, 
so that ol(ns) = ot(mrdrs); so dr.~ # O. By Corollary 2.3(iii), {n~.} U {mi [ i # r} is a 
splitting base for a. Let P = ~-~i#r mi D. So, P is a splitting complement to ns D for 
c~. We show that this is also true for/3. For j -¢ s, let 
pj -~- nj --nsdrsldrj C P. 
Now, for any j ,  we have 
or(mr) + v(drj ) - ~3(n j) >/or(n j) - ~3(n j) ~ ot(ns) - /3(ns)  
= or(mr) + v(drs) - /3(ns) .  
Hence, 
f l (n j )  ~ /3(ns) -- v(drs) + v(drj) = fl(nsd~l drj). 
' =n ' .  or ' ' , -I i This shows that for j # s we have in gr~(M), pj g pj = nj - ns(drs drj) • 
We know from Corollary 2.3(ii) that {nIi,.. n' ., ~} is a homogeneous gr(D)-base for 
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grz (M). Whichever values the p~ take it is clear that the set {n~} tO {p~ I J ¢ s} spans 
grt~(M), so it is a homogeneous base. Therefore, by Corollary 2.3(ii) {ns} tO {pj [ 
j ~ s} is a splitting base of M for e. The D-linearly independent set  {pj I j ¢ s} 
must span P, since dimD(P) -- k - 1. Therefore, P is a splitting complement to 
nsD for ft. By induction, P has a simultaneous splitting base for o~ and ft. This set 
combined with ns gives a simultaneous splitting base for ot and fl on M. [] 
The existence of common splitting bases for norms in the case of complete 
discrete valuations with finite residue fields was proved by Goldman and Iwahori n 
[12, Prop. 1.3] by an argument attributed to Weil. It was noted more generally for 
arbitrary rank 1 valuations by Bruhat and Tits in [5, Prop. 1.26; App.]. 
I f~ and fl are two norms on the same D-vector space M, we define 
(2.11) a<~fi i fa (m)<. f l (m) fora l lmcM.  
The existence of common splitting bases allows one to define convex combina- 
tions of norms. In the next section we will use the average: 
Definition 2.9. Let ot and fl be two norms on a D-vector space M, and choose 
some subset {ml . . . . .  mk} of M which is a splitting base for both ot and ft. Define 
the average ofoe and fl, av~,~ "M --+ F U {co} by 
av~,z midi = min  (~¢~(mi) q- ½fl(mi) + v(di)). 
\ i=1  / 
Thus, av~.~ is the norm on M with splitting base {m 1 . . . . .  mk } such that avc~,~ (mi) = 
½a(mi) + ½e(mi) for all i. 
Proposition 2.10. Let ot and fl be norms on a D-vector space M. 
(i) For all m c M, av~,/~(m)/> ½or(m) + ½fl(m). 
(ii) The definition of avu,l~ is independent of the choice of common splitting base of 
M for a and ft. Any common splitting base for ~ and fl is also a splitting base 
for av~,~. 
Proof. Assume av~,~ has been defined using the common splitting base 
{ml . . . . .  mk}. 
(i) For any m = ~=1 midi ~ M, we have 
av,~ e(m)= min (½ot(mi) + ½fl(mi) + v(di)) 
' l<~i~k 
>>. ~l l<~i<~k'min (a(mi) + v(di)) + ½ l<~j<~k(min fl(mj) + v(dj)) 
= ½e m . 
(ii) Let {nl . . . . .  nk} be any common splitting base for c~ and e, and define 
k /z: M --+ F U {co} by ~ j= l  njcj w-~ minl<~j<~k(½a(nj) + ½fl(nj) + v(cj)). For 
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each n j, we have Iz(nj)= lcx(nj)+ lfi(nj)<~ avc~,~(nj) by (i). Hence, for any 
m = Y-~=I njcj in M, 
min (av~,#(nj) + v(cj)) u(m) = min (#(n j) + v(cj)) <~ 
l<~j<~k l<~j<~k 
= min (av~,/~(njcj)) <~ av~,~ njcj =av~,#(m).  
l~<j~<k 
Thus, # ~< av~,~. Symmetrically, we have av~,~ ~< #, so equality holds. This shows 
that the definition of  av~.~ is independent of  the choice of  common splitting base 
for o~ and ft. I f  we take any common splitting base for o~ and fl, we could use that 
splitting base for defining av~,~ and it is then clear that base is also a splitting base 
for av~,/~. [] 
3. GRADED HERMITIAN FORMS INDUCED BY NORMS 
Let D be a division ring finite-dimensional over its center, and suppose D has a 
valuation v'D --+ P U {cx~}. Let r be an involution on D such that v(r (d))  = v(d) 
for all d E D. Let K = Z(D), and let F = K r = {c E K I r(c) = c}, which is a 
subfield of  K with [K" F]  < 2 and K Galois over F.  We say r is of  the first kind 
if F = K, and of  the second kind otherwise. Because v o r is a valuation on D and 
every valuation on F has at most one extension to D by [8] or [27], the hypothesis 
that v o r = v reduces to v o r IF ---- V IF. This holds automatically if r is of  the 
first kind; when r is of  the second kind, this condition is equivalent to: VlF has a 
unique extension to a valuation on K. Because r is compatible with v, r induces 
a well-defined graded involution r ~ on gr(D). Fix some k c K with k r (k )  = 1 (so 
v(k) = 0). Let k' be the image o fk  in gr(K)0 = K. 
Let M be a finite-dimensional right D-vector space, and let h : M x M -+ D be a 
non-degenerate k-Hermit ian form for r. Let a : M --> F U {oc} be a norm on M. 
Definition 3.1. 
(a) We say c~ is bounded by h, denoted ~x -< h, i f  for all m, n 6 M, 
(3.1) or(m) + o~(n) <~ v(h(m, n)). 
(b) I f~  -< h, we say that ~ is compatible with h, denoted a 7 h, i f  for each m E M 
there is n E M with c~(m) + ~(n) = v(h(m, n)). 
The condition that ~ -< h can be restated: For all V, ~ E FD, 
(3.2) h(M >~× , M ~)  c D )Y+~. 
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(3.2) shows that h also maps M >× x M ~>a nd M ~>y x M >* into D >×+*. Therefore, 
h induces a well-defined bi-additive map h i "M e × M~ --~ D×+a. This h i is given 
by: For any m, n 6 M with a(m) = F and c~(n) ---- 3, 
(3.3) 
h(m,n)' if v(h(m,n)) =c~(m) +ot(n), 
h~(m',n')= 0 ifv(h(m,n)) >c~(m)+ot(n) .  
Now extend h'~ biadditively to a map also denoted h i : gr(M) × gr(M) --+ gr(D). 
Easy calculations how that h i is a graded U-Hermitian form on gr(M) for the 
graded involution r '  on gr(D). 
Remark  3.2. The condition that ot -< h is exactly what is needed to assure that the 
associated graded form h i defined by (3.3) is well-defined. The stronger condition 
that ot ~, h can be restated: For every F E Fgr(D) and every non-zero m t E My (where 
m c M with or(m) = F) there is a non-zero n 6 N with ha(m , t  ' n') # O. This is 
equivalent o: h i is a non-degenerate form. It is clear that if a 7 h and N is any 
subspace of  M, then OtlN -< hlN. We have OtlN ~, hlN iffh'~lgr(N) is non-degenerate. 
Lemma 3.3. Let ot be a norm on M. I f  {ml . . . . .  ink} is any splitting base of M 
for or, then ct -< h iff for all i, j, 
(3.4) ot(mi) + or(m j) <<. v(h(mi, m j)). 
Proof. Condition (3.4) holds by definition if a < h. Conversely, suppose we have 
(3.4). For any m,n ~ M, write m = Y~.midi and n = Y~mici with all di,ci E D. 
Then, 
v(h(m,n) )=v(~: (d i )h (mi ,n i )c j )  ~min(v(r(di)+v(h(mi,mj)+v(cj)l,j 
l,J 
>/min(v(di) + ot(mi ) + or(m j) + v(c j ) ) 
t,J 
>/min(v(di) + ot(mi)) + n~n(ot(mj)+ 1)(cj)) =~(m) + t~(n). 
So, ot-<h. [] 
For any ~.-Hermitian form on M and any norm ot on M there is the h-dual norm 
a t: defined by 
(3.5) ctt:(n) =min{v(h(n,m))-ot(m) lm ~ M}. 
To see that a ~ is well-defined, note that h induces an isomorphism (p : M --+ M* = 
Homo(M,  D) given by ~o(m)(n) = h(m, n). This (p is actually a right D-vector space 
isomorphism when we turn the left D-vector space M* into a right D-vector space 
via r, i.e., for d 6 D, f*  6 M* define f*  • d by ( f*  • d)(m) = r(d)f*(m). Observe 
that when we view v as a D-norm on D with respect o v, then ctt:(n) = ja,v(~o(n)) 
for the function j~,v defined in (2.7) (with N = D and fl = v). The well-definition 
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of j~,v, proved in the calculation preceding (2,9), yields that c~ ~ is well-defined. 
Formula (2.9) shows that for any splitting base {m ~ . . . . .  mk } of  M and any n 6 M, 
we have 
(3.6) c~(n) = min {v(h(n,mi)) - -ot(mi)  ). ~<~<~- - 
Lemma 3.4(i) below shows that a~ is a norm on M. 
Lemma 3.4. Let or,/3 be norms on M. Then, 
(i) / f{ml . . . . .  mk ) is any splitting base for or, let {m~ . . . . .  m~ ) be the h-dual base 
of  M, defined by h(m~, m j) = 6ij (Kronecker delta). Then, {m~ . . . . .  m~} is a 
splitting base of  Mr  or a ~, and a~(m~) = -ot(mi), for all i. Hence, ot ~ is a 
norm on M. 
(ii) c~ ~ = or. 
(iii) I f  o~ <~ /3 then/3~ <~ ot ~. 
(iv) (av,~,~)~ = av~,~.  
Proof. (i) This follows by an easy direct calculation, using (3.6). 
(ii) follows from (i) since the h-dual of  the h-dual base {m~, m ~ . . . .  } of  (i) is 
{m~ t~, m ~ each m~ ~ = kmi. . . . .  k }, where 
(iii) is clear from the definition. 
(iv) Let {ml . . . . .  mk} be a common splitting base for c~ and/3, which exists by 
Theorem 2.8. By Proposition 2.10(ii) this set is also a splitting base for av~,z. Then 
by (i) {m~ . . . . .  m~} is a splitting base for c~ and/3~ (so also for av~ Z~) and for 
(av~,t~)~. Part (i) shows that av~,t~ and (av~,t~)~ agree on the m~, so they must 
coincide. [] 
Propos i t ion  3.5. Let ~ be a norm on M. 
(i) a -< h lffo~ ~< a ~. 
(ii) ot 7 h lffc~ = o~ . 
(iii) I f  ol ~, h, then c~ is maximal in {13 I /3 is a norm of  M and/3 -< h }. 
(iv) av~,,~ 7 h. 
(v) I f  ct -< h, then a ~ avc~,c~. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are immediate from the definitions. 
(iii) Suppose o~ ~ h and/3 is a norm with/3 -< h and ot ~< t3. Then, ot ~</3 <~/3~ < 
o~  = ct, by (i), Lemma 3.4(iii), and (ii) of  this proposition. Hence,/3 = c~. 
(iv) By Lemma 3.4 (iv) and (ii), (av~,~) ~= av~,~ = av~,~ = av~,~. So, (iv) 
follows from (ii) of  this proposition. 
(v) Let {ml . . . . .  m~} be a common splitting base for c~ and ot ~, so it is also a 
splitting base for av~,~ by Proposition 2.10(ii). Because a -< h we have from (i) 
above that ol(mi) <~ ol~(mi ). Hence, ol(mi) <~ l ~(mi ) -4- l ot~(mi) = ava,a~ (mi). Since 
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this is true for all the mi in a common splitting base for ot and av~,,~, we must have 
a ~<ava,a~. [] 
Proposition 3.5 shows that the norms compatible with h are precisely the ones 
that are maximal among the norms bounded by h. Moreover, parts (iv) and (v) 
show that every norm bounded by h is less than or equal to a norm compatible 
with h. This was shown previously for discrete valuations by Bruhat and Tits in [6, 
pp. 160-162], where the norms we have defined as compatible with h are called 
"maximinorantes" for h, i.e., maximal among norms bounded by h. Earlier still, 
norms maximal among those bounded by h were considered by Springer in [25] 
and by Goldman and Iwahori in [12] for certain complete discrete valuations; but 
their definition was somewhat different, since for a -< h they require only the weaker 
condition that 2c~(m) ~< v(h(m, m)) for all m E M. 
Corollary 3.6. I f  h is any non-degenerate )~-Hermitian form for r on a D-vector 
space M, then there is a norm et on M with e¢ ~ h. 
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 3.5(iv). [] 
Examples 3.7. (i) Suppose {ml . . . . .  mk} is an orthogonal base for h on M. 
For any Yl . . . . .  Yk E F, let a be the norm on M with splitting base {ml . . . . .  mk} 
such that each ~(mi)-=)/ i .  Then, by Lemma 3.3, oe-< h iff each ot (mi )+ 
ot(mi) <~ v(h(mi, mi)), iff each Yi ~< lv(h(mi, mi)). When this holds, we have 
h I (m I m ~ a, i, j ,=0whenever i# jand  
h~ (mri,ml ) = { h(mi,mi)' if v(h(mi,mi)) =2yi ,  
0 ifv(h(mi,mi)) > 2yi. 
Since the diagonal form h a is non-degenerate iff each ' ' ha(m i , mli ) 5~ O, we have 
oe ~ h iffeach Fi = lv(h(mi, mi)). 
(ii) Suppose h is a hyperbolic k-Hermitian form on M. Then, M has complemen- 
tary totally isotropic subspaces N and P of the same dimension. Let {nl . . . . .  ne} 
be any D-vector space base of N, and let {pl . . . . .  pe} be the corresponding base 
of P such that h(ni, p j) =-~ij (Kronecker delta) for all i, j .  Take any y E F. 
Let ot be the norm on M with splitting base {nl . . . . .  ne, Pl . . . . .  Pe} such that 
et(ni) = g and c~(pi) = -g  for 1 ~< i ~< £. Then, c~ ~ h, and gr(M) = gr(N) ~ gr(P), 
with Fgr(N) = [y] and Fgr(P~ = [-YI.  Also, gr(N) and gr(P) are complementary 
totally h~-isotropic subspaces of gr(M), so h i is hyperbolic. To see that c~ -< h, 
one can check (3.4) for the given splitting base of a. Since h'~(n I, p}) = 3ij and 
ha(n i , '  ' n~) = 0 = ha(Pi,i ~ p)) for all i, j it is clear that h i is non-degenerate, which 
verifies ~ ~ h. 
(iii) Suppose M and N are finite-dimensional right D-vector spaces with respec- 
tive non-degenerate )~-Hermitian forms (for the involution r on D) h and k, and 
respective norms a and/~. Then on M ~ N we have the non-degenerate )~-Hermitian 
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form h _1_ k for r given by 
(h _1_ k)((ml,nl), (m2, n2)) = h(ml,m2) +k(nl ,  n2). 
There is also the value function ~ @ fi on M • N given by (~ ® fi)(m, n) = 
min(c~(m), fi(n)). Then, u @ fi is a norm on M G N, with gr(M @ N) ~ gr(M) 
gr(N). Furthermore, if c~ -~ h and/3 -< k, then u • /3  -< h I k. When this occurs, 
! we have (h A_ k)'~®fi ~- h'~ I k~. Since an orthogonal sum of non-degenerate 
graded Hermitian forms is non-degenerate, it follows that ifc~ 7. h and/3 7. k, then 
c~ ®/3 7. h A_ k. All this is easy to verify. 
These examples give another way of seeing the existence of norms compatible 
with any given ,k-Hermitian form h. For, by [22, p. 259, Th. 6.3; p. 264, Th. 8.1], h 
is diagonalizable orhyperbolic. The first case is covered by Example 3.7(i) and the 
second by Example 3.7(ii). 
Proposition 3.8. Let h be a non-degenerate )v-Hermitian form for r on M and let 
ee be a norm on M with oe 7 h. Let N be any subspace of M. Let gr(N) ± be the 
orthogonal of gr( N) in gr(M) with respect o h'~. Then, 
(i) gr(N) z = gr(N ±) in gr(M). 
(ii) Suppose hlN is non-degenerate. Then, OelN 7. hlN iff N ± is a splitting comple- 
ment of N with respect o el, Of Or[N± ~. h[N±. 
Proof. (i) It is clear from (3.3) that gr(N ±) _1_ gr(N) with respect o h~, i.e., 
gr(N ±) _ gr(N) ±. Since c¢ 7. h, we have h~ is a non-degenerate form on gr(M). 
Hence, as diN and diN± are norms by Proposition 2.5, we have 
dimgr(O) (gr(N±)) = dimgr(D)(gr(M)) - dimgr(D)(gr(N)) = dimD(M) - dimD(N) 
= diml)(N ±) = dimgr(D)(gr(N±)). 
Hence, gr(N ±) = gr(N) ±. 
(ii) The non-degeneracy of h[N implies that N N N ± = (0), so hlN± is also 
non-degenerate. Since h'~ is non-degenerate, we have O/IN ~ h]N iff gr(N)N 
gr(N) ± = (0), iff (by (i)) gr(N) n gr(N ±) = (0), iff (by Remark 2.6) N ± is a 
splitting complement of N. This condition is symmetric in N and N >. So it holds 
iff0tlN± 7. hlN±. [] 
Proposition 3.9. Suppose the )~-Hermitian form h on M is hyperbolic. For any 
norm el on M with ee 7. h, the associated graded form h'~ is metabolic. Ifh~ is even, 
then it is' hyperbolic. 
Proof. Since h is hyperbolic, M has a totally isotropic subspace N with dimD(N) = 
½ dimD(M). Then, gr(N) is a graded subspace ofgr(M) with dimgr(D)(gr(N)) =
21- dimgr{D)(gr(M)). Furthermore, gr(N) is totally isotropic for h~, as h~, (m', n') = 0 
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for all homogeneous elements m', n' ofgr(N). Hence, h~ is metabolic. Ifh~ is even, 
it is also hyperbolic, by Proposition 1.4(iii). [] 
Proposition 3.9 indicates the importance of knowing that associated graded forms 
are even. 
Definition 3.10. For a division algebra D with valuation v and involution r 
compatible with v and any )~ ~ Z(D) with )~r00 = l, we say that (v, r, )Q preserves 
even forms if for any (S, h) E ~+(D,  r, ~.), and any norm et on S with c~ 7 h, the 
associated graded form h i is even. 
It is clear that whenever char(D) ~ 2, (v, r, )~) preserves even forms since all 
forms are even in characteristic different from 2. We will show in Proposition 3.15 
below other significant cases where (v, r, ~.) preserves even forms. 
Theorem 3.11. 
(i) Let h be a non-degenerate )~-Hermitian form for r on M. I f  or and/3 are any 
I two norms on M with ot ~ h and/3 ~, h, and if h~ and h~ are even, then the 
anisotropic parts of h~ and h i are isometric. 
(ii) Suppose (v, r, )~) preserves even forms. Then, the map h ~ h'~a n (for any norm 
et with u ~ h) gives a well-defined group epimorphism ®: W+(D, r, )~) --+ 
W+(gr(D), r',U). Furthermore, there is a canonical 'first residue map" 
W+(D, r, )~) -+ W+(D, ~, U), where ~ is the involution on D induced by r. 
Proof. (i) On the D-vector space M @ M there is the hyperbolic ~.-Hermitian form 
h 3- -h  and the norm ot @/3. Since ot -Z- h and/3 7 - h, Example 3.7(iii) shows 
~ ~ i "" P Therefore, that c~@13 7h3_-h and (hJ_-h)a@ ~=h a_l_(-h) =h i±-ht~. 
by Proposition 3.9 h" 3_ -h  i is hyperbolic. Hence, h" and h i have isometric 
anisotropic parts, by Proposition 1.4(viii). 
(ii) Take any (M, h), (N, ~) 6 ~+(D,  r, )Q) with ~ hyperbolic, and norms ot on 
M,/3 on N, and 3 on M • N with ot 7 h,/3 7 £, and 3 ~ h 3- £. We have, by (i), 
= ha an, (h i  t ~(h . J _  t ,-~ t 3-e;)an=__ , g)~an g)a~an (ha 
as e i is hyperbolic by Proposition 3.9. Therefore, the map ® is well-defined. It 
is clearly a group homomorphism. It is surjective since any anisotropic form in 
G~+(gr(D), r', Z') is an orthogonal sum of 1-dimensional forms (see Proposi- 
tion 1.4(iv)) whose Witt group classes clearly lie in im(®) (see Ex. 3.7(i)). 
We have canonical maps, 
W+(gr(O), r ' ,U)  ~-~ @ W+(gr(O), r', Z'; [y]) 
[y ]6 ½ Fgr(D) / Fgr(D) 
> W+(gr(D), r', •'; [0]) 
~> W+(gr(D)0, r~lgr(D)0 , ~) =~ W+(~, ~,)J), 
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where the first map is the isomorphism of Proposition 1.5(ii), the second is pro- 
jection onto the [0]-component, the third is the isomorphism of Proposition 1.5(i), 
and the fourth expresses the equality gr(D)0 = D, in which r t lg r (D)  0 =- r. The first 
residue map is the composition of these maps with ®. [] 
Remark 3.12. For a diagonal )~-Hermitian form h = <d~ . . . . .  dk> for r, with each 
di 6 Symd(D, r, )~), the image of h under the first residue map of Theorem 3.11 (ii) 
is computable as follows: We can reorder the di so that V(dl) . . . . .  v(dj) e 2FD and 
v(d j+ l )  . . . . .  v(dk) ~ 2FD. For each i ~< j choose any Si E D with l)(si) = - l v (d i )  C 
FD. Let ci = r(si)disi; SO V(Ci)  = 0. Then the first residue of h is the class of 
(~ . . . . .  Uj> in W+(D, f', 2.). The theorem shows that the Witt class of this form 
is well-defined, independent of the choice of diagonalization of h and independent 
of the choices of the si. There are also second residue maps obtainable by projection 
onto the other components in the direct sum of Proposition 1.5(ii). But these are not 
canonical because of the choices of the r×. Notice also that these second residues 
live in W+(D, r-~y], '~[×1) where the involutions on D and the ~'s in D can vary for 
the different [y] • 1FD/FD. 
When the involution r on D is of the first kind, it is of either symplectic type 
or orthogonal type (see the definitions in [18, Def. (2.5)]), and )~ -- +1. We say 
that (r, ,k) is a symplectic pair if r is of symplectic type and )~ = 1 or r is of 
orthogonal type and )~ -¢ 1. (So, when char(D) = 2, (r, X) is a symplectic pair iff 
r is of symplectic type.) This terminology is used because (r,)~) is a symplectic 
pair iff the isometry groups of all )~-Hermitian forms for r are symplectic groups. 
For any kind or type of involution, in investigating preservation of even forms, 
we need to work with the set of )~-symmetrized lements of D: Set 
(3.7) Symd(D, r, X) = {d 4- )~r (d) I d e D}. 
Then, Symd(D, r, ~.) is a vector space over F = K ~, where K = Z(D). It is known 
(see [ 18, Prop. (2.6), Prop. (2.17), Prop. (2.7)]) that if dim/~ (D) = n 2, 
(3.8) dimF (Symd(D, r, ;~)) -- 
n 2 
n(n -  1)/2 
n(n -  1)/2 
n(n 4- 1)/2 
if r is of the second kind; 
if r is of the first kind with (r,)~) 
a symptectic pair; 
if r is of the first kind and 
char(D) = 2; 
otherwise. 
The analogous result holds in the graded situation: As in Section 1, let E be 
a graded division ring finite-dimensional over its center Z(E), let cr be a graded 
involution on E, and let e e Z(E)o with e~r(e) = 1. Let R = Z(E), and let S = 
Z(E) °, which is a graded subfield of R with [R:S] = 1 or 2, depending on whether 
~r is of the first or the second kind. The graded ivision ring E has no zero divisors, 
as FE is totally ordered. (If we had ab = 0 for non-zero elements a, b of E, then the 
product of their least degree homogeneous components would be 0; but E has no 
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homogeneous zero divisors.) Thus, the integral domain S has a quotient field, call 
it Q. We have E ®s Q has no zero divisors and is finite-dimensional over its center 
R ®s Q, so it is a division ring, with dimR®sQ(E ®s Q) = dimR(E). The involution 
cr on E extends to an involution ~ = cr ® id on D ®s Q, and clearly ~ is of the 
same kind (first or second) as ~. When ~ is of the first kind, we define the type of 
(orthogonal or symplectic) to be that of~.  We say that (a, ~) is a symplectic pair 
if (~, ¢) is a symplectic pair for E ®s Q. Analogously to (3.7), define 
(3.9) Symd(E, ~, E) = {c + ~(c )  I c e E}. 
Clearly Symd(E, or, e) is a graded S-vector subspace of E and Symd(E, a, E) ®s 
Q ~ Symd(E ®s Q, ~, e). By applying (3.8) to Symd(E ®s Q, ~, E), it follows 
that if n 2 = dimg (E) = dimR®s Q (E ®S Q) then dims (Symd(E, ~, E)) satisfies the 
formulas analogous to those in (3.8) in all four cases. Notice also that if char(E) :~ 2 
and ~ is of the first kind, then dims(Symd(E, ~, ~)) distinguishes the type of 
directly within E without reference to Q. When char(E) = 2 and cr is of the first 
kind, then one has (see [18, Prop. (2.6)(2)]) that ~ is symplectic iff Trd(c) = 0 for 
all c e E ®s Q such that ~(c) = c, where Trd is the reduced trace. Furthermore, this 
holds iff 1 e Symd(E ®s Q, ~, ~). The corresponding criteria apply within E for 
to be symplectic, since for the reduced trace Trd on E ®s Q, we have Trd(E×) c_ R× 
for each ~, e FE. (This follows because the minimal polynomial over R ®s Q of a 
homogeneous element of R has homogeneous coefficients in R, as shown by the 
proof of [ 10, Prop. 2.2].) 
The following proposition will be needed in determining preservation of even 
forms when char(D)= 2. Since Symd(D, r, ,k) is an F-vector subspace of D, 
the valuation v restricts to a value function on Symd(D, r, X) with respect o 
the valuation VlF on F. So, it has an associated graded gr(F)-vector space 
gr(Symd(D, r, ~.)), which is a graded subspace ofgr(D). We say that D is defectless 
over F if dimgr(F)(gr(D)) = dimF(D). Equivalently, D is defectless over F iff v is 
a norm on D with respect to v IF when D is viewed as a vector space over F. When 
this occurs, v restricts to a norm on Symd(D, r, X), by Proposition 2.5. 
Proposition 3.13. 
(i) Symd(gr(D), r', X') c gr(Symd(D, r, )0). 
(ii) Suppose D is defectless over F. Then, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) (v, r, ~.) preserves even forms. 
(b) Symd(gr(D), r', )d) = gr(Symd(D, r, )0). 
(c) dimgr(D)(Symd(gr(D), r', X')) --- dimD(Symd((D, r )0)). 
(d) For every d ¢ Symd(D, r, X) there is an a ~ D with a + ~.r(a) = d and 
v(a) = v(d). 
ProoL (i) For d e D × with image d' in gr(D), we have d' + Ur'(d') = (d + Xr (d))' 
if v(d +)~r(d)) = v(d), and d' + Ur'(d') = 0 otherwise. This proves the desired 
inclusion for homogeneous elements; the inclusion then holds throughout these 
graded vector spaces. 
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(ii) (The defectless assumption is not needed for (a) ¢~ (b).) (b) =~ (a) Suppose 
condition (b) holds. Take any (M, h) E 7~+(D, r, k) and any norm c~ on M with 
~ h, and form gr(M) with respect to c~. For any non-zero homogeneous element 
of gr(M) there is a non-zero m 6 M with m' = N. We have h~(N, N) = h(m, m)' 
or = 0, by (3.3). In either case, h~(N, N) E gr(Symd(D, r, k)). Condition (b) yields 
h'~ (N, N) c Symd(gr(D), r', k'). Because gr(M) is generated as an abelian group 
by its homogeneous elements, it follows that h~ (s, s) c Symd(gr(D), r', U) for all 
s ~ gr(M); so h" is an even form, proving (a). 
(a) =~ (b) Suppose (b) does not hold. Then, there is a homogeneous h"c 
gr(Symd(D, r, k)) with ~ ~ Symd(gr(D), r', k'). We have ~" = a' for some a 
Symd(D, r, k). On the l-dimensional D-vector space D, define an even 
k-Hermitian form h for r by h(d, e) = r(d)ae. Any norm a on D is defined by 
choosing y c F and setting c~(d) = v(d) + y for all d 6 D. Then, {1} is a splitting 
base of a and an orthogonal base for h, so Example 3.7(i) shows that o~ ~ h iff 
), ---- ½v(h(l, 1)) = ½v(a). When this holds, we have h~(l', 1') ---- h(1, 1)' = ~" 
Symd(gr(D), r', k'). So, h~ is not even for the unique v-norm on D which is 
compatible with h; thus, (a) does not hold. 
(b) ~ (c) As noted above, since D is defectless over F, v is a VlF-norm for the 
F-vector space D and for its subspace Symd(D, r, k). Hence, 
dimgr(F/(gr(Symd(D, r, )0)) = dimF (Symd(D, r, k)). 
Therefore, (c) is equivalent to: 
dimgr(F) (gr(Symd(D, r, k))) = dimgr(F)(Symd(gr(D), r', )~')). 
In view of (i), this is clearly equivalent to (b). 
(b) ¢~ (d) We again use the fact that v is a rig-norm for D. Let f :  D --~ D be the 
F-linear map given by c ~-~ c + kr (c). In the notation of (2.7), let 
j = jv,v(f) = min{v(c +)~r(c)) - v(c) l cc  D x }. 
Clearly, j ~> 0. Suppose first that j > 0. So, for any d c D x, we have v(d + 
kr(d)) ~> v(d) + j > v(d). Therefore, condition (c) holds only for d = 0. Also, 
taking d = 1, we have v(l + k) > v(1) = 0, i.e., ,V = -1.  Furthermore, for any 
d c D ×, we have v(d - r(d)) = v(d + )~r(d) - (1 + k)r(d)) > v(d). This means 
that r'(d') = d' in gr(D), and hence Symd(gr(D), r', k') = 0. Thus, condition (b) 
holds iff Symd(D, r, )~) = 0 iff condition (c) holds. 
Now, suppose j = 0. Then, the graded map f '  on gr(D) induced by f (see (2.10)) 
maps Dy into D× for each y E Vn, and for c 6 D ×, 
{(c+kr(c)) '=c '+k ' r ' ( c ' ) ,  i f v (c+kr (c ) )=v(c ) ;  f ' (c ' )= 0=c '+k ' r ' ( c ' ) ,  if v(c + kr(c)) > v(c). 
So, im(f ')  = Symd(gr(D), r', k'), while clearly gr(im(f)) = gr(Symd(D, r, k)). 
Thus, condition (b) holds iff im(f ')  = gr(im(f)), iff, by Proposition 2.7(ii), for 
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every d c Symd(D, r, Z) = im(f)  there is an a 6 D with d = f (a )  = a + ~.r (a) and 
v(a) = v(d) + j = v(d), which is condition (d). [] 
In some cases, preservation of even forms requires an assumption of tameness of 
the valuation. Let K h be the Henselization of K with respect o VlK. (If VlK is a 
discrete valuation, we could replace K h by the completion of K with respect to v.) 
Let D h = D ®K K h. By Morandi's theorem [20, Th. 2], because vlK extends to a 
valuation on D, D h is a division ring; furthermore, the Henselian valuation v h on 
K h extends uniquely to a valuation on O h with D h -~ D and FOb = FD. Tameness 
of division algebras over Henselian fields is described in [14, §6] and in [28, §3]. 
We say that D is tame with respect o v if D h is tame, i.e., if D h is split by the 
maximal tamely ramified extension field of K h. By [3, Cor. 4.4] or [11, Prop. 4.3] 
(applied to Dh), we have 
(3.10) D is tame iff dimgr~x)(gr(D)) = dimK(D) and Z(gr(D)) = gr(K). 
In many cases arising here, we have dimK (D) a power of 2 and char(D) = 2; the 
condition of tameness i then equivalent to: D is split by the maximal unramified 
extension of K h; equivalently, D h has a maximal subfield which is unramified over 
g h . When the involution r is of the second kind, we sometimes require that D 
be tame over F --- K ~. This means that D is tame and K is tame over F, i.e., as 
[K : F] = 2, either [K : F] = 2 and K is separable over i ,  or [FK : FFI = 2, with the 
latter case not allowed if char(if) = 2. 
Remark  3.14. Whenever D is tame over F the involutions r and r '  are of 
the same kind. For, if r is of the first kind, then r'[Z(gr(D)) = id, as Z(gr(D)) = 
gr(Z(D)) by (3.10). On the other hand, if r is of the second kind and char(D) = 2, 
then the tameness implies that K is unramified over F. Since r induces the 
non-trivial automorphism of K/F ,  the residue involution f induces the non-trivial 
automorphism of K/F ,  so r '  is not the identity on gr(Z(D)). I f  r is of the second 
kind and char(D) # 2, then there is c ~ K with r (c) = -c .  So, in gr(K) = Z(gr(D)), 
we have r'(c') = -c '  # c', showing that r '  is of the second kind. 
Proposition 3.15. (v, r, ~.) preserves even forms in each of  the following cases: 
(i) char(D) # 2. 
(ii) r '  is o f  the second kind. 
(iii) char(D) = 2 and D is tame over F. 
(iv) char(D) = 0, char(D) = 2, D is tame, and (r, ~) is a symplectic pair. 
Proofi (i) and (ii) When char(D) # 2 or r '  is of the second kind, then all forms in 
7-((gr(D), r ' ,  X') are even. 
(iii) and (iv) In case (iii), we may assume that r (hence also r') is of the 
first kind, since the second kind case is covered by (ii). Let n 2 = dimK (D) and 
n '2 = dimz(gr(D))(gr(D)). Because D is tame over F, we have Z(gr(D)) = gr(K), 
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n = n', and d imF(D)= dimgr(F)(gr(D)) (see (3.10)). The last equality shows 
that D is defectless over F. Since n = n', the dimension formula (3.8) and the 
analogous graded formula yield in each case that dimgr(F)(Symd(gr(D), r' £')) = 
dimF(Symd(D, r, £)). Hence, (v, r, £) preserves even forms, by Proposition 3.13(ii) 
(c) ==~ (a). [] 
Note that the proof of Proposition 3.15 shows that when D is tame over F, 
(v, r, )0 does not preserve ven forms except in the cases listed in the proposition. 
4. HENSEL IAN VALUATIONS 
Classically, Springer's theorem [24] for quadratic forms over a field with complete 
discrete valuation (with residue characteristic not 2) says that a form is anisotropic 
iff its two residue forms are anisotropic, and that its class in the Witt group is 
determined by the Witt classes of the residue forms. This corresponds to having 
not just a map ® as in Theorem 3.11 but having ® an isomorphism. It is well 
known (see, e.g., [ 1, p. 174], [ 16, Th. l 2.1.5, sentence after (12.2.1 )]) that Springer's 
theorem is valid for Henselian valuations (with any value group) as well as for 
complete discrete valuations. We will in this section prove that when v on F 
is Henselian, then ® is actually an isomorphism whenever char(F) ¢ 2, and 
sometimes even when char(F) = 2. 
Recall that a valuation v on a field F is Henselian if Hensel's lemma holds for v. 
Equivalently (cf. [7, Th. 4.1.3]), v is Henselian iff v has a unique extension to a 
valuation on each field L algebraic over F. It follows immediately that the extension 
of v to any such L is also Henselian. Furthermore, the uniqueness of the extension 
allows one to see that v extends uniquely to each division algebra finite-dimensional 
over F (cf. [27]). 
Throughout this section, D, v, r, £, K, F, r', ,V will have the same meaning as in 
Section 3. When we say that v is Henselian, we mean that V lF is Henselian. This 
assures that the valuation on K is also Henselian, and that v extends, uniquely, 
to a valuation on D. The uniqueness of these valuations guarantees that for any 
involution r on D with K ~ = F, we have v o r = v. 
I 
Our principal results in this section which hold whenever char(D) ¢ 2 also hold 
in the following cases when char(D) = 2: 
Definition 4.1. The good cases when char(D) = 2 are when D is tame over F, 
and, if r is of the first kind and char(D) = 0, (r,)0 is a symplectic pair. 
Note that when D is tame over F and char(D) = 2, these good cases are exactly 
those where (v, r, £) preserves even forms - see Proposition 3.15 and the remark 
after its proof. Also recall Remark 3.14 that the tameness assumption guarantees 
that r and r '  are of the same kind. 
The case of anisotropic associated graded Hermitian forms is quite special, and 
requires no Henselian assumption: 
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Proposition 4.2. Let (M,h) c 7-(+(D, r, 3,). Let ~(m) = ½v(h(m,m)) ~ tF  o U 
{c~}, for all m ~ M. Then, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There is a norm e~ on M with ot ~ h and h~ anisotropic. 
(ii) ~ is a norm on M with/3 ~, h. 
(iii) For all m, n ~ M, 2v(h(m, n)) >>. v(h(m, m)) + v(h(n, n)). 
When these conditions hold, ~ is the only norm on M which is compatible with h, 
and h i is anisotropic. 
Proof. Note first that for any norm ot on M with o~ 7 h and any non-zero m ~ M, 
(3.3) shows 
(4.1) h'~(m',m') 5~ 0 iff a(m) = fl(m). 
(i) =¢, (ii) If ~ -7 h and h~ is anisotropic, then (4.1) shows 13 = c~. Hence, fl is a 
norm on M with /~ ~ h. 
(ii) =~ (i) and (iii) Suppose (ii) holds. Then, h i has no isotropic homogeneous 
elements, by (4.1), so h i is anisotropic. Then (i) holds with ~ =/~. Since fl -< h, 
we have, by the definition,/3(m) +/~(n) ~< v(h(m, n)) for all m, n 6 M. This is the 
inequality in (iii). 
(iii) =~ (ii) Suppose (iii) holds. By Corollary 3.6 there is a norm c~ on M with 
ot ~ h. Since ~ -< h, we have ~(m) + or(m) ~< v(h(m, m)) for all m E M, i.e., or(m) ~< 
/3(m). Suppose there were a non-zero n ~ M with ~(n) </~(n). Then, for every 
m 6 M, the inequality in (iii) says that v(h(n, m)) >~ fl(n) + fl(m) > et(n) + ~(m). 
This contradicts the definition o f~ ~- h. Thus, we must have/3 = c~, proving (ii). 
When the conditions (i)-(iii) hold, the proof of (iii) =¢, (ii) shows that 13 is the 
only norm on M compatible with h, and the proof of (ii) =~ (i) shows that h i is 
anisotropic. [] 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose (v, r, )0 preserves even forms. Then, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) For every form (M, h) 6 ~+(D,  r, ~.) and every norm et on M with e¢ ~ h, i f  h 
is anisotropic, then h~ is anisotropic. 
(ii) For every form (M, h) ~ H+(D, r, )0 and every norm eL on M with el ~ h, i f  
h~ is hyperbolic, then h is hyperbolic. 
(iii) The canonical map ® : W+(D, r, )0 --+ W+(gr(D), r', U) of Theorem 3.1 l(ii) 
is an isomorphism. 
(iv) For each non-zero a, c ~ Symd(D, r, )Q with v(c) > v(a), the diagonal form 
(a, - (a  + c)) ~ ~+(D,  r, )0 is isotropic. 
(v) For each non-zero a ~ Symd(D, r, )0 let r, = int(a -1) o r; then for each m 
Symd(D, ra, 1) with v(m) > 0 there is d E D with ra(d)d = 1 + m. 
Proof. (i) =~ (ii) Suppose (M, h) ~ H+(D, r, k) and a is a norm on M with c~ ~ h 
and h~ hyperbolic. We argue by induction on dimD(M). There is a two-dimensional 
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graded subspace N' ofgr(M) with h'~ IN' hyperbolic. Let N be a subspace of M with 
gr(N) = N'. Then OeIN ~ bin by Remark 3.2 since h ilgr(N) is non-degenerate, and 
h ' ( IN)oliN is hyperbolic, so isotropic. By (i), hlN is isotropic, hence metabolic, hence 
hyperbolic by Proposition 1.4(iii), since it is even. By Proposition 3.8, OtLN± ~, hLN l 
h ~ and gr(N ±) = N '± in gr(M). Therefore, ( Igr(N±))oll is hyperbolic, since hol 
gr(N I-) 
and h~lN, are hyperbolic. By induction, hlNl is hyperbolic. So, h = hlN ± hlN± is 
hyperbolic. 
(ii) ~ (iii) This is clear since the kernel of W+(D, r, )~) --+ W+(gr(D), r ~, U) 
consists of Witt group equivalence classes of forms h with compatible norm o~ with 
h i hyperbolic. 
(ii) ~ (iv) Given a and c as in (iv), let M be a two-dimensional right D-vector 
space with base {ml,m2} and let h be the even )~-Hermitian form for r with 
h(ml ,ml )  =-a, h(ml ,m2)  = 0, and h(m2, m2) ~- - (a  + c). So, h = (a , - (a  + c)). 
Let ~ be the norm on M with splitting base {ml, m2} such that c~(ml) = ot (m2)  = 
Iv(a)2 = ½v(-(a + c)). Then (see Example 3.7(i)) ~ ~ h and we have h'~(m'~ , mI1) = 
a' = -h~(m2, m2) and hc~' (rn'l, m~) = 0. The 2-dimensional even form h i is clearly 
hyperbolic, so by (ii) h is hyperbolic, so isotropic. 
(iv) => (i) Assume (iv) holds but not (i). Then, there is (m, h) c ~+(D,  r, )~) 
and a norm oe on M with h ~-c~ with h anisotropic but h i isotropic. There is 
a 2-dimensional subspace N' of gr(M) with h~[ N, hyperbolic. Let N be any 2- 
dimensional D-subspace of  M with gr(N) = N', We have lY]N ~ h]N as  h~]gr(U) is 
non-degenerate. Take any orthogonal base {n l, n2} of  N for h IN , which exists as  h IN 
is anisotropic (see Proposition 1.4(iv)). Say h(nl, hi) = a and h(n2, n2) -- b, with 
a, b c Symd(D, r, ~.). Let fl be the norm on N with splitting base {nj, n2} such that 
1 v(a) and/~(n2) = ½v(b). Then fl ~ hlN by Example 3.7(i), and for the f l (n l )  = 
I ! ! ! form h~ on gr~(N) we have h~(n], n]) = a', h~(n 2, n' 2) = b', and h'~(n], n'2) = O. 
)' Because (hlN OlIN is isotropic, Proposition 4.2 shows that h~ must also be isotropic; 
so, it has a homogeneous i otropic vector of the form n]d '+ n~2 for some d 6 D x . 
Then, 0 = h'~(n]d' + n~, n ]d '+ n'2) = r'(d')a'd' + b' = (r(d)ad)'  + b I. Lifting back 
to D, this yields b = - r (d )ad  - e with v(e) > v(r(d)ad) = v(a) + 2v(d). Then, by 
replacing the base vector n 2 by n2d 1, we have 
hlN = (a,b) ~(a ,  r (d ' )bd - l )=(a , -a -  r (d - l )ed - l )=(a , - (a  +c)), 
where c = r (d - l )ed  -1 . We have v(c) = v(e) - 2v(d) > v(a), andc c Symd(D, r, )~) 
since a and b and hence e lie in Symd(D, r, k). By (iv), hlN is isotropic, 
contradicting the choice of h. 
(iv) ~ (v) Let h = (a, - (a  + c)) 6 7~+(D, r, )~) with a, c ~ Symd(D, r, ~.) and 
v(c) > v(a). Then, the scaled form a Ih = (a - la , -a - l (a  + c)) = (1 , - (1  + 
a- lc))  lies in 7~+(D, r,,  1), where r, = int(a J) o r. We have 1, (1 + ac -1) c 
Symd(D, ra, 1), so a- lc  ~ Symd(D, r,, l), with v(a- lc)  > 0. If (v) holds, then 
a- lh  is isotropic, so h is isotropic, proving (iv). Conversely, for a c Symd(D, r, )~) 
and m E Symd(D, r,,  1) with v(m) > 0, we have am ~ Symd(D, r, )~) with v(am) > 
v(a). I f ( iv) holds, then the form (a, - (a  + am)) E ~+(D,  r, )~) is isotropic, so the 
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scaled form a -1 (a, - (a  + am)) = (1, - (1 q- m)) 6 7-(+(D, ra, 1) is also isotropic. 
Then, 1 + m = r (d)d for some d E D ×, proving (v). [] 
Lemma 4.4. Let F be af ie ld with a Henselian valuation v, and let L be a finite 
degree separable xtension field o f  F with L unramified over F with respect o v. 
Let mF (resp. mL) be the maximal ideal o f  the valuation ring of  v on F (resp. L). 
Then, 1 + mE C_ NL/F(1 + mL), where NL/F is the norm from L to F. 
Proof. This is known. See [9, Prop. 2], where it is pointed out that there is 
a proof of this contained in [29, Lemma 4.1] which is valid for all Henselian 
valuations not just for discrete Henselian valuations. For the convenience of the 
reader we give the short proof. That L is unramified over F means that the residue 
field L is separable over ff and [L : F] = [L : F]. Take any non-zero a 6 L with 
L = F(a). Let jT= x k + "~k_lXk-I + . . .  + "~0 ~ if[x] be the minimal polynomial of 
a over F. Choose any co . . . . .  ck-1 E F with v(ci) >1 0 and ~ = ~/ in F, and let 
f = x k +Ck-lX k-1 -t- '"  +co E F[x]. Since the image jTo f f  in L[x] has the simple 
root a and v on L is Henselian, by Hensel's lemma f has a root b in L with v(b) = 0 
and b = a in T,. Then, F(b) = L, as a ~_ F(b), so [F(b) : F] ~> [F(b) : F] = [L : F] = 
[L: F] = k. Therefore, F(b) = L and f must be the minimal polynomial of b 
over F; hence, NL/F(b) = (--l)k-lc0. For any m E mr,  let g = x k -4- Ck-I xk-1 -t'- 
"'" + CiX +C0(1 +m) E F[x]. The same reasoning for g as just given for f shows that 
g has a root d in L with v (d) = 0 and a = a in T,, and NL/F (d) = ( -  1)k- 1 co(1 + m). 
Then, db- I  c 1 + mL and NL/F(db -1) = 1 + m. [] 
In fact, the inclusion in Lemma 4.4 is an equality. The reverse inclusion is not 
hard to prove, but not included here because we do not need it. 
Proposition 4.5. Let A be a central simple algebra over af ield F and let ~ be a 
symplectic involution on A. Take any a E Symd(A, a, 1) such that F(a) is afield. 
Then, cr restricts to a symplectic involution on the centralizer C A ( F (a) ). 
Proof. This is known by [18, Prop. (4.12)] if char(F) :~ 2 (or i fa  is separable over 
F; it suffices in these cases that a(a)  = a). Thus, we may assume that char(F) = 2. 
Let L = F(a). Assume the result is false, i.e., that CrlCA(L~ is of orthogonal type. 
There is a splitting field S of A with S linearly disjoint to L over F. For example, 
we could take S to be the function field over F of the Severi-Brauer variety 
SB(A), which is a regular extension of F by [15, Th. 3.2.11 and Th. 3.7.12], so 
linearly disjoint to every algebraic extension of F. By replacing A by S ®F A, L 
by S ®F L, and a by id ® a (which does not change the type of the involution), 
we may assume that A is split, say A = EndF(V) for some F-vector space V. 
Because L c EndF(V), we may view V as a vector space over L. Let s : L --+ F 
be any non-zero F-linear map. By [18, Ex. (4.11)], there is a non-degenerate 
symmetric L-bilinear form b : V × V -~ L such that a is the adjoint involution to 
the non-degenerate F-bilinear transfer form s.b = s o b : V × V ~ F. Then, a I CA (1~ 
is the adjoint involution to b, by [ 18, Prop. (4.7)]. Because a l CA(L) is of orthogonal 
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type, the form b is not alternating; so V has an orthogonal L-vector space base 
{yl . . . . .  y~}. On the other hand, s,b is alternating, as a is symplectic. We claim: for 
any y 6 V, 
(4.2) s,b(y, ay)=O. 
For ,  as  a 6 Symd(A, or, 1),  we may write a = c + a (c )  for some c 6 A .  Then, 
s,b(y, ay) = s,b(y, cy) + s,b(y, cr(c)y) = s,b(y, cy) + s,b(cy, y) 
= s,b(y, cy) + s,b(y, cy) = 0, 
as claimed. Then, for any integer i ~> 0, as a (a )  = a, 
(4.3) 
s,b(ai/2y, ai/2y) = O, 
s,b(y, aiy) = s,b(a(i-1)/2y, a(i-1)/2ay) = O, 
for i even, as s,b 
is alternating; 
for i odd, by (4.2). 
Hence, s,b(y, Ly) = 0 for every y 6 V. Thus, for any of  the yi, we have 
s,b(yi, V) = s,b(yi, Lyi) + Zs ,b (y i ,  Lyj) = 0 + O, 
j~:i 
by (4.3) and the orthogonality of  the yj. This contradicts the non-degeneracy ofs ,b .  
So ¢rlfa(L) must be symplectic. [] 
Theorem 4.6. Let D be a division algebra with valuation v, and involution r, with 
)~, K, F, r', and U as defined at the beginning of Section 3. Assume v is Henselian. 
Then, whenever char(D) -¢ 2 and also in the good cases when char (D)= 2 
(see Definition 4.1) the canonical map ®: W+(D, r, ~) -+ Wg+(gr(D), r ' ,  U) of 
Theorem 3.1 l(ii) is an isomorphism; the other conditions in Proposition 4.3 also 
hold. 
Proof. When char(D) -¢ 2, and also in the good cases when char(D) = 2, Proposi- 
tion 3.15 shows that (v, r, ~) preserves even forms. We prove that condition (v) of  
Proposition 4.3 holds. Then, the theorem follows by Proposition 4.3. The proof is 
divided into three cases. 
Case I. Suppose char(D) ~ 2. For any a ~ Symd(D, r, L) and m ~ Symd(D, ra, 1) 
with v(m) > 0, we have ra(m) = m, so r is the identity on F(m). By Hensel's lemma 
(applied to x 2 - (1 +m)  c F(m)[x]), 1 +m has a square root, say b, in F(m). Then, 
ra (b)b = b 2 = 1 + m, as desired. 
Case II. Suppose r and r I are of the second kind and K is unramified over F. For 
a 6 Symd(D, r, ,~), r~ is also of  the second kind with K ~a = F, as ra Ix = r Ix. Take 
any m E Symd(D, -Ca, 1) with v(m) > 0; so ra(m) = m. Let L = F(m). Because ra 
acts non-trivially on K but trivially on L, the field K .  L is not L. Hence, [K. L :L] = 
2 and ra I/~.a is the non-identity L-automorphism of  K .  L. Also, K .  L is unramified 
over L as K is unramified over F by [7, Th. 5.2.7, Rem. 5.2.8]. By Lemma 4.4 
applied to K.  L/L,  there is d c K-  L with 1 +m = NK.a/a(d) = ra(d)d, as desired. 
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Case III. Now suppose char(D) = 2, 3 and 3 t are of  the first kind, D is tame. 
I f  char (D)= 0, assume also that (3, ~) is a symplectic pair. For any non-zero 
a E Symd(D, r , )0 ,  the pair (ra, 1) is a symplectic pair by [18, Prop. (2.7)], 
i.e., 3a is a symplectic involution. (When char(D) = 2, this holds even if (r, ;~) 
is not a symplectic pair. For the case char(D) = 2, so ~. ---- 1, to invoke [18, 
Prop. (2.7)] we need that a -1 e Symd(D, 3, ~). But, i fa  = e + r(e), then 3(a) = a, 
so a -1 = a- lea  - l  + 3(a- lea  - l )  c Symd(D, 3, ~.).) Take any m e Symd(D, 3a, 1) 
with v(m) > 0. By Proposition 4.5, 3a [CD(X(m)) is ofsymplectic type. Let L ---- K(m) 
and let C = CD(L). Then, L = Z(C) and C -¢ L, since 3~1c is a symplectic 
involution. Moreover, we claim that C is tame. We verify this using the criteria 
in (3.10): Since [gr (D) :gr (K) ]  = [D:K] ,  v is a v l r  norm for D viewed as a 
K-vector space; so [gr(L):gr(F)]  = [L : F] by Proposition 2.5 and Corollary 2.3(i). 
Hence, [gr(D) :gr(L)] = [gr(D):gr(K)]/[gr(L):gr(K)] = [D :K] / [L 'K ]  = [D:L] .  
Likewise, [gr(D) :gr(C)] = [D:C];  hence, [gr(C) :gr(L)] = [C:L]. Clearly, gr(C) _ 
Cgr(D)(gr(L)); in fact, equality holds here by dimension count, by the Double 
Centralizer Theorem and its graded analogue [ 11, Prop. 1.5]. Another application of  
the graded Double Centralizer Theorem then shows that gr(L) = Z(gr(C)).  Thus, 
C is tame by (3.10), as claimed. (This follows also from [14, p. 166, last line].) 
We now have that (C, 3alC, 1) is a good case for char(C) = 2 as in Definition 4.1. 
Now, 1 e Symd(C, 3alc, 1) as 3a is a symplectic involution, by [18, Prop. 2.6] if 
char(C) = 2, and trivially if char(C) ~ 2 (then 1 = 1 + ra(½)). So, by applying 
Proposition 3.15 (iii) and (iv) and Proposition 3.13(ii) to C, we obtain a c ~ C with 
v(c) = v(1) = 0 and c + 3a(C) = 1. Let M = L(c); so 3~(M) = M. Let N = M TM. 
Then, [M : N] = 2, as c ~ N, and 3~ is the non-identity automorphism of  M. The 
automorphism induced by 3a on the residue field M is non-trivial, as it sends ~ to 
+ 1. Therefore, M is unramified over N. Hence, by Lemma 4.4, there is d e M 
with 1 + m = NM/N (d) = 3a (d)d, as desired. 
Cases I, II, and III cover all the cases stated in the theorem, since when D is tame 
over F, 3 and 3 t are of the same kind, by Remark 3.14. [] 
Example  4.7. Let D = (~) ,  the Hamilton quaternion division algebra over the 
dyadic local field Q2. Let {1, i, j ,  k} be the standard base of D. Let u = ( -1  + i  + j  + 
k)/2 and s = i - j .  Then, u 2 +u + 1 = O, sus -1 = -u  - 1, and s 2 = -2 .  From this it 
is clear that D is the cyclic algebra (Q2(u)/Q2, p, -2 ) ,  where p = int(s)lF(u). The 
complete discrete (so Henselian) 2-adic valuation on 02 has value group F•2 = 
Z and residue field 02 = IF2. In the extension of v to D, we must have v(u) = 0 
and v(s) = ½; so D = ~4 and FD ---- ½Z. Even though D is ramified over Q2, with 
ramification index equal to the residue characteristic, D is tame over 02 since it is 
inertially split, i.e., it has a maximal subfield Q2(u) which is unramified over 02. 
The graded field gr(Q2) of  02 with respect o v is the Laurent polynomial ring 
]F2[t, t - l ] ,  where t = 2', which has grade 1. We have gr(D)o = D = F4 and gr(D) = 
F4{s', s ' - l},  a twisted Laurent polynomial ring, where conjugation by s' induces 
1 the Frobenius automorphism ~o on F4, s ~2 = t, and s t has grade equal to v(s) = ~. 
Clearly, Z(gr(D))  = ~2[t, t -1] ---- gr(Q2). Let z be the unique symplectic involution 
on D and let )~ = 1, so (r,)~) is a symplectic pair for D. We have 3(u) = -u  - 1 
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and r(s) = -s .  The induced graded involution r~ on gr(D) is of the first kind, 
and is given by r'(u') = u' + 1 (which shows that r I is symplectic) and ¢(s') = s'. 
We have ¢lgr(D)0 = q), which is an involution of the second kind on gr(D)0, even 
though r' itself is of the first kind. Since s I E gr(D)v2 and r'(s') = s', we can 
use T = int(s') o r'  in computing the [¼]-component of the Witt group. Note that 
~'lgr(D) 0 = id. Thus, for the Witt group of even (i.e., all) r-Hermitian forms on D, 
we have by Theorem 4.6 and Proposition 1.5, 
W+(D, r, 1) ~- W+ (gr(D), r', 1) ~ W+(gr(D), r', 1; [0]) G W+(gr(D), r', 1; [1]) 
W+(gr(D)o, ¢, 1) ~3 W+(gr(D)o, ~, 1) 
= W+(F4, q), l) @ W+(]F4, id, 1) ~ Z/2Z @ (0). 
For the last isomorphism, we use that Symd(F4, % 1) = ~'2 and Symd(~'4, id, 1) = 
(0). Of course, this Witt group could also have been calculated using Jacobson's 
theorem [22, Th. 1.7, p. 352], which gives an injection of W+(D, r, 1) into the Witt 
group of quadratic forms over Q2 via the transfer map. 
There are other involutions on this D as well, all of orthogonal type. For example, 
let d = i + j + k and let ~" = int(d) o r. So, ~'(u) = -u  - 1 and ~'(s) = s. Note 
that even though ~" is orthogonal, its associated graded involution ~" coincides with 
¢, which is symplectic. But, (~', 1) is not a symplectic pair, and we cannot hope 
to use U to compute W+(D,~ ",1) since (D,~', 1) does not preserve ven forms. 
Indeed, Symd(D, ~', 1) = {a + bs [a 6 Q2, b E •2(u)} ,  which has dimension 3 over 
Q2, while Symd(gr(D), U, 1) = gr(Q2). With respect o any compatible norm ot 
for the even Hermitian form h = (s) for ~', the associated graded form h~ is not 
even. On the other hand, (~', -1)  is a symplectic pair, and Theorem 4.6 shows that 
W + (D, ~', - 1) -~ W + (gr(D), U, 1), which we just computed, as U = r'. 
The isometry group of an even form h acts on the family of norms compatible 
with h. We will show in Corollary 4.10 below that under the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.6 the action is as transitive as possible, in that two norms are in the 
same orbit iff they have isometric associated graded forms. The next lemma, giving 
a canonical form for norms compatible with hyperbolic planes, is a building block 
for the group action result. 
Lemma 4.8. Suppose we have char(D) # 2 or one o f  the good cases when 
char(D) = 2. Suppose (M, h) E ~+(D,  r, )~) with dimD(M) = 2 and h hyperbolic, 
and let el be a norm on M with c~ ~ h. Then, there is a splitting base {m, n} for  
e~ with m and n isotropic, h(m, n) = 1, and c~(n) = -el(m). Furthermore, for  any 
E Fgr(M~, m can be chosen so that c~(m) = & 
ProoL Take any isotropic vector m 6 M. Then, m / is isotropic in gr(M). By 
Proposition 1.4 (iii) the maximal totally isotropic graded subspace mlgr(M) of 
gr(M) has complementary totally isotropic graded subspace, call it P. Take any 
non-zero homogeneous element ~E P. Then, h'~(m', ~ ~ 0 since (m'gr(D)) ± = 
m'gr(D); also, h~(m', ~ is homogeneous (hence a unit) in gr(D), since m' and ~" 
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are each homogeneous in gr(M). Let ~" = ~h~(m',  p~)-l. Then ~" is homogeneous 
and isotropic, and h'~ (m t, ~ = 1. Because ~" is homogeneous and non-zero, there is 
a non-zero p ~ M with p' = ft. Since h'~(m', p') = 1 6 gr(D)0, by (3.3) or(m) + 
ct(p) = v (h(m,p) )= 0. If p is isotropic, then set n = ph(m,p) - l ;  then, n is 
isotropic, h(m, n) = 1, and ct(n) = or(p) - v(h(m, p)) = -or(m) - O, as desired. 
Now suppose p is anisotropic. By replacing p by ph(m,  p ) - l ,  we may assume 
that h(m, p) = 1, while not changing p'. Because h is even, there is d ~ D with 
d + Xr(d) = -h (p ,  p). Moreover, d can be chosen with v(d) = v(h(p, p)). This is 
clear if char(D) ¢ 2 (take d = - lh (p ,  p)), and holds by Proposition 3.15 (iii) and 
(iv) and Proposition 3.13(ii) in the good cases when char(D) = 2. Let n = md + p. 
Then, h(n, n) = d + Xr(d) + h(p, p) = 0. Because h'~(p', p') = 0, we have 2u(p) < 
v(h(p, p) ) = v(d). Hence, 
(4.4) or(m) + v(d) ---- -t~(p) + v(d) > ~(p) = -et(m). 
Because {m I, p'} is a homogeneous base of gr(M), by Corollary 2.3 {m, p} is a 
splitting base for a on M. Therefore, by (4.4), 
c~(n) = min(ot(md), or(p)) : min(u(m) + v(d), -ct(m))  = -or(m). 
Since h(m, n) = h(m, p) = 1, we have v(h(m, n) ) = 0 = or(m) + or(n), so h'~(m', n') 
= h(m, n)' ~ O. Therefore, as m' is isotropic, m' and n' must be gr(D)-linearly 
independent in gr(M), so they form a homogeneous base of gr(M). Therefore, 
by Corollary 2.3(ii) {m, n} is a splitting base for a on M. Let ), = or(m). Then, 
Fgr(M) : [)/] U [--y], where [y] = y + I'gr(D). Note that for any non-zero c ~ D, 
we have {mc, n~(c) -1 } is a splitting base for a with mc and n~(c) - l  isotropic 
and h(mc, nr(c) - l )  = 1, and u(mc) = ~, + v(c) = -u (nr (c ) - l ) .  Therefore, by 
interchanging m and n if necessary and multiplying by a constant in D, we can 
arrange to find an m with or(m) having any desired value in I'gr(M). [] 
w 
Proposition 4.9. Suppose v is Henselian and we have char(D) ~ 2 or one o f  the 
good cases when char(D) = 2. Let (M, h), (N, ~) 6 7-/+(D, r, X), and let ot be a 
norm on M with ot ~ h and fl a norm on N with fl ~ ~. Then, there is an isometry 
' (graded isometry). f : M --> N between h and ~ with u = fl o f iffh'~ ~ ~
ProoL (3 )  If there is an isometry f as describe& then f induces a map 
f '  : gr(M) -~ gr(N) which is clearly a graded isometry between hi and £~. 
(~=) Suppose there is a graded isometry g:gr(M) ~ gr(N). Consider first the 
special case where h i is anisotropic. Then, h is also anisotropic. We have h i ± 
-£~ is hyperbolic, so h ± -£  is hyperbolic, by Theorem 4.6(i) and Proposition 4.3. 
Therefore, there is an isometry f : M ~ N between h and ~. Because u and fl o f 
are each norms on M compatible with h, and h i is anisotropic, we have/3 o f = u, 
by Proposition 4.2. 
Now consider another special case: Assume dimD(M) = 2 and h i is hyperbolic. 
Then, h is hyperbolic by Theorem 4.6(i) and Proposition 4.3. For any F e Fgr(M), 
Lemma 4.8 says there is a splitting base {ml,m2} for a on M with h(ml ,ml )  = 
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h(m2, m2) = 0, h(ml, m2) --- 1, and a(ml) = V = -t~(m2). Since gr(N) = gr(M) 
and ~ is also hyperbolic, there is a splitting base {nl, n2} for/3 satisfying the same 
conditions relative to ~ and/3. Then, the D-linear map f : M --+ N given by f (mi )  -= 
ni, i = 1, 2, is an isometry between f and ~ with ot --/3 o f .  
We can now prove the general case. We have by Proposition 1.4 (vi) and 
(iv), gr(M) ---- _L~= 1M~, where h~lM~ is anisotropic and for each i t> 1, h~lMI 
is hyperbolic with dimgr(D)(gr(M~)) = 2. We construct a "good lift" of the M~ 
to D-subspaces Mi of M. Let M0 be any D-subspace of M with gr(M0) = M6 
in gr(M). Then, since h~]gr(M0 ) is non-degenerate, Proposition 3.8 shows that 
gr(M~-) = M0 ± = ~)f=l M~. Let M1 be any subspace of M6 L with gr(Ml) = M' 1. 
Iterating this, we see we can choose a subspace Mj of (~){~_~ Mi) ± with gr(Mj) = 
Mj. Then, M = _1_~0 Mi with respect o h and because gr(M) is a direct sum 
of the gr(Mi), c~ = ~)f_oo~lMi. Likewise, let N[ = g(M~) c_ gr(N). Construct a 
l k good lift of the N i to subspaces Ni of N with N = _Li= 0 N/ with respect o £ 
k and gr(Ni) = N! so /3 = ~i=o/3[u  i . By the special cases considered above, for 
each i there is f i :M i  -+ Ni which is an isometry between hlMi and £[Ui with 
etlMi = fllUi o fi. Then, the map f = ~) fi has the desired properties. [] 
Corollary 4.10. Suppose v is Henselian and we have char(D) ¢ 2 or one of  the 
good cases when char(D) = 2. Let ( M, h) ~ H+ ( D, T, X), and let ~, fl be norms on 
M with ~ ~ h and/3 7< h. Then, there is a D-linear map f : M ~ M which is an 
isometry for h with ot =/3 o f iff h '~ -~ h i (graded isometry). 
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 4.9. [] 
Corollary 4.10 shows that when h is isotropic, the action of the isometry group 
of h on the set of norms compatible with h is not transitive. This is because 
hyperbolic forms of the same dimension in ~H+(gr(D), r', )J) are not isometric 
unless they satisfy the added condition of being isomorphic as graded vector spaces. 
Example 3.7(ii) shows that here are many non-isomorphic possibilities for h i when 
h is hyperbolic. Note by contrast that Springer in [25] and Goldman and Iwahori n 
[12, Th. 4.16] did prove transitivity of the isometry group action for their different 
notion of norms compatible with a quadratic form. 
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